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ABSTRACT

MULTIFACILITY LOCATION WITH IMPRECISE DATA

Muhittin Hakan Demir 
M.S. in Industrial Engineering 

Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Barbaros Ç. Tansel 
September, 1994

Locational decisions often suffer from lack of precise data. In this study, we 
consider a class of multifacility location problems where the demands of existing 
and new facilities are unknown, with a known set of possible realizations. The 
set may be finite or infinite. In the latter case, the data is assumed to be of 
interval type. We use various criteria to evaluate candidate solutions to these 
problems and build a framework for decision making.

Key words: Facility location, multifacility minisum problem, imprecise 
timization
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ÖZET

BELİRSİZ VERİLERLE ÇOKTESİSLİ YERSEÇİMİ

Muhittin Hakan Demir 
Endüstri Mühendisliği Bölümü Yüksek Lisans 
Tez Yöneticisi: Doç. Dr. Barbaros Ç. Tansel 

Eylül, 1994

Tesis Yerseçimi problemleri genellikle eldeki verinin belirsiz olması sorunuyla 
karşı karşıyadır. Bu çalışmada, taleplerin belirsiz olduğu, ancak bu taleplerin 
olası değerlerini kapsayan bir kaynak kümenin bilindiği durumlarda çoktesisli 
yerseçimi problemleri İncelenmektedir. Kaynak küme sonlu yada sonsuz ola
bilir. ikinci durumda, veriler aralıklar tarafından tanımlanmaktadır. Bu tür 
problemlere aday çözümlerin değerlendirilmesi ve karar verme süreci için model 
ve ölçütler sunulmaktadır.

Anahtar sözcükler: Çoktesisli yerseçimi, iletişimli medyan problemi, belirsiz 
verilerle optimizasyon
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

In this thesis, we investigate the m-Median with Mutual Communication (MMC)  
Problem, where the data is inexact. The MMC  problem is a facility location 
problem where the objective is to choose the locations of the new facilities so 
as to satisfy the demands of the new and existing facilities with the minimum 
total transportation cost. Each type of new facility provides a specific type of 
service. Each new facility provides service to existing facilities as well as to 
other new facilities. The level (degree) of interaction between a pair of facilities 
is expressed by a weight (demand), and the transportation cost is measured as 
the weighted sum of distances between pairs of facilities. The weights may be 
interpreted as the number of units exchanged per time period between pairs 
of facilities. Other interpretations such as frequencies of trips, traffic flow etc. 
are possible.

We consider M M C  problems with inexact weights. The inexactness is 
modeled by a source set that contains the possible values of weights. The 
set may be finite or infinite. In the latter case, we assume that the data is 
expressed in terms of intervals, specified by the lowest and highest values that 
the weights can take. We further assume that the probability distribution for 
the elements of the source set is not known, so we do not rely on probabilities.

For such problems, we build a framework to aid in decision making and in



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

evaluating alternative solutions to the problem.

1.1 Related Literature

The deterministic MMC  problem is known to be NP-Hard when the problem 
is posed on general networks (Kolen [22]). The node optimality property holds 
for the problem on general networks (Tansel et.al. [31]). That is, there exists an 
optimal solution to the problem such that each new facility location coincides 
with a vertex of the network.

Xu, Francis and Lowe [35] solve the problem on the blocking graph of the 
network and provide localization results.

Erkut, Francis and Lowe, Francis and Lowe [14],[17] study a version of the 
problem with upper bound constraints on the distances between pairs of new 
facilities. They transform the problem to a linear programming problem with 
factorial constraints and solve the problem on spanning trees of the network 
to obtain lower bounds on the optimal objective function.

Chajjed and Lowe [8, 7], Fernandez-Baca [16] study special cases of the 
problem. They present polynomial order algorithms by making particular as
sumptions on the structure of interaction between new facilities. Their study 
reveals the importance of the effect of the interaction between new facilities on 
the problem structure.

Cabot, Francis and Stary [6] have shown that the problem in the plane 
with rectilinear distances decomposes into two problems, each on the line, and 
have proposed a maximum cost network flow procedure for solving the line 

problems.

Picard and Ratliff [29], Trubin [34] and Cheung [10] have developed poly
nomial time algorithms when the location space is a line. These algorithms 
have extended to the problem on the plane with rectilinear distances by us
ing the observation that the rectilinear distance problem decomposes into two
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problems on the line.

When the problem is defined on a tree network, the convexity properties 
of the objective function and the tractability (convexity) property of the tree 
structure (Dearing, Francis, Lowe [12]) have been utilized to obtain polynomial 
time algorithms. Dearing and Langford [1.3] have proposed an algorithm that 
constructs the embedding of the tree in R’’ for some p, and uses the decompo
sition idea to solve the problem as p problems, each on the line.

Picard and Ratliff [29] and Kolen [22] propose algorithms for the tree prob
lem that are based on solving successive minimum cut problems on an auxiliary 
network. Each minimum cut problem is defined with respect to an edge of the 
tree. The solution of the minimum cut problem determines a subset of new 
facilities that will be located on an endpoint of the edge. When the problem is 
restricted to a particular edge of the tree, it is the relative locations of the new 
facilities with respect to the endpoints of the edge rather than the exact loca
tions that is important. This observation induces the minimum cut structure 
for the edge problem, and leads to polynomial solvability on tree networks. 
The time bound for these minimum-cut based algorithms is 0{np^). Tamir
[30] improves the time bound for solving the tree problem by using a recursive 
approach. His algorithm has an order of 0{{p^ -f n)logn -f- np).

Chajjed and Lowe [9] study the tree problem where the interactions between 
new facilities has a special structure and obtain an improved bound.

Facility location problems with uncertain data have been studied by many 
researchers. The uncertainty in the data is generally modeled by random edge 
lengths and/or weights, assuming particular probabilities for the possible real
izations of these random parameters. (Mirchandani et. al. [26], Mirchandani 
and Odoni [25], Berman [1], Frank [19, 20], Oudjit [28]). Using the probability 
information, the candidate solutions are evaluated with respect to some given 
criterion. The criterion is generally that of minimizing the expected trans
portation cost. However, other criteria such as minimizing the probability of 
having a cost larger than a predetermined value, maximizing the probability 
of being within a predetermined level of the optimal cost have also been used



(Frank [19, 20] ).

Other than probability based approaches, we see the parametric approaches 
of Brandeau and Chiu [5, 3, 2] , Erkut and Tansel [15] , Labbe et. al. [24]. 
These studies use a sensitivity analysis approach for location problems by pa
rameterizing the weights or objective function components. They generate 
the trajectory of the optimal solutions as the parameters change (usually cis a 
function of time).

Tansel and Scheuenstuhl [33] investigate the 1-median problem where the 
weights are inexact, with a given interval of realizable values for each weight. 
They propose new criteria for location problems with inexact data and con
struct solutions with respect to their criteria. This study hcis given the moti
vation for the criteria that we have used in this thesis.

The thesis is organized as follows : In the next section, we briefly review the 
network location problems, with particular emphasis on network location prob
lems with inexact data. Then we present a discussion of the M M C  problem, 
the type of inexactness that we deal with, and observations on the problem 
structure. We conclude this chapter with the definitions of our proposed cri
teria. The second chapter is devoted to the analysis of the problem where the 
source set is infinite (continuous case). The third chapter discusses the case 
when the source set is finite (discrete case). Finally, we give a conclusion and 
state some directions for future research.
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1.2 Network Location

Network location problems deal with choosing locations of a set of new facil
ities on a network in order to meet (optimize) some criterion. The criterion 
is generally that of satisfying customers’ (clients’) demands with respect to 
the objective of optimizing some function of the (travel) distances. In some 
cases, the new facilities themselves are also assumed to act as customers, with
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demands for service from other new facilities. New facilities may provide ho
mogeneous (the same kind of) service, or each new facility may be designed to 
give a particular type of service. In the latter case, we refer to the new facilities 
as ’distinguishable facilities’ .

Capacity constraints may be imposed on the service that any new facility 
may provide, or alternatively the problem may be ’uncapacitated’. New fa
cilities may also be restricted to a subset of the network, such as the vertices 
(vertex restricted problem), or any point on the network may be eligible for 
locating the new facilities.

The customers (referred to also as existing facilities, clients) may be rep
resented by a finite number of discrete points (that can be defined to be the 
vertices of the network), and alternatively, each point of the network, vertex 
or not, may be assumed to generate demand.

The objective is generally taken as minimizing some function of the travel 
distances plus a function of the locations of the new facilities.

There are mainly two types of criteria to evaluate the ’travel distances’ 
portion of the objective function, ’minisum’ and ’minimax’ .

Minisum type objectives try to minimize the weighted sum of distances 
between the new facilities and the customers. Customers may include the new 
facilities. The weights can reflect relative importances, demands, or cost of 
travel per unit distance. This type of objective is suitable especially when the 
transportation costs account for a large portion of distribution costs.

Minimax type of objectives try to minimize the maximum of the weighted 
distances of each customer to the new facilities. In situations where it would be 
desired to ’cover’ each customer within a reeisonable distance (time), minimax 
type of objectives are more appropriate. These are cases where the cost in
creases so quickly with distance that the maximum distance becomes the only 
determining factor. Such costs are generally induced by non-transportation re
lated criteria. Examples would be locating fire stations or ambulances, where
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the ’cost’ is related with human life.

In some cases, it is possible to assign weights to the minisum and minimax 
objectives to obtain hybrid models.

The objective may also have a component that is a function of the locations 
of the new facilities only. Most common examples are the existence of a fixed 
cost for establishing a new facility.

For a review of location problems, one may see the references : Tansel et. 
al. [31, 32], Brandeau and Chiu [4], Labbe, Peeters and Thisse [23].

1,2.1 Inexactness (Uncertainty) in Locational Deci
sions

As in many decision making situations, locational decisions often suffer from 
lack of precise data.

To begin with, the network under consideration is generally an abstraction 
and a simplified version of the real location space. The network distances (or 
travel times), for example, are just estimates of the true distances. There are 
many cases where the real system may not even exist and the network is a 
representation of just a hypothetical model (like highway construction projects 
etc.). This adds one more level of uncertainty to the model. Apart from the 
discussion of accurately representing the real situation, the system parameters 
are unlikely to be static. There are usually expected and unexpected changes 
in the system under consideration.

The distances (travel times) on a traffic network, for example, are subject 
to variation from time to time. Morning and rush hours are expected to have 
high traffic intensity, thus inducing longer travel times. Weather conditions, 
governmental policies that change the routes, unexpected events like accidents, 
maintenance are all factors that cause variations in travel times.



The weights (demands, cost of travel per unit distance) are also subject 
to changes. If weights represent demands, some sources of fluctuations in de
mands may be caused by changes in customers’ preferences, external factors like 
competitors’ policies, general state of the economy, internal factors like price 
discounts, quantity discounts, previous service performance. When weights 
represent the cost of travel per unit distance, changes in prices of inputs for 
providing the service, deterioration of equipment used to transport the product 
may be some sources of inexactness.

Considering the nature of location decision making then, one needs a frame
work for making locational decisions with inexact data.

The traditional approach in the literature is the use of probability tools. 
The most commonly used ’expected cost’ approach compares alternative choices 
of new facility locations on the basis of the expected value of the cost they in
duce with respect to the given objective function.

However, such approaches have drawbacks. First, probabilistic approaches 
require a good deal of information on the probability distributions of possible 
outcomes (values) of distances and weights. These probabilities are generally 
very difficult to estimate, especially in the presence of external factors. Apart 
from this, the probabilities estimated by one individual will remain to be sub
jective, and this will bring additional difficulties when there are more than one 
decision makers.

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 7

Unless properties like independence, no correlation are assumed, it will be 
computationwise very difficult (time consuming) to calculate expected values 
(or other probability related measures) for alternative choices of new facility 
locations. It is usually the case that demands are correlated and are affected 

from each other .

Leaving the computational difficulties aside and assuming that the decision 
makers agree on the same probability figures or distributions, we observe that 
the expected cost criterion cares only about the long run performance of the 
system and misses the likely behavior in the short run, possibly a predictable
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transient state. The short run performance of the system may affect subsequent 
decisions and operating policies. A bad initial performance may also cause loss 
of good will and may drive the system out of operation. Besides their immediate 
implications, these fcictors show one other source of correlation for the system 
parameters.

One other possibility is to represent the inexactness in weights or distances 
by identifying a set of possible (realizable) values, without relying on a partic
ular probability distribution.

For example, for each individual weight or distance, we may identify an in
terval [/, u] from which the variable (weight) will take values. Such an interval 
can be specified easily in many cases by considering the ’worst case’ and the 
’best case’ effects of the factors. In the presence of multiple decision makers, it 
is unlikely that the decision makers agree on point values of uncertain variables, 
but it would be easier to convince them on an interval of possible values. Even 
if there is a single decision maker, he would feel more comfortable to represent 
his estimates as an interval, covering the effects of many possible outcomes, 
than restricting his estimate to one single value.

We may alternately specify the set of realizable instances with a finite set 
such that each element of the set refers to one possible state of the system 
parameters. Such a representation is adequate in cases where there are previ
ously predictable states of the system whereby we can represent each possible 
state by an element of the set. Also, if information about the values of a 
set of parameters is more or less sufficient to estimate the values of the other 
parameters, this approach may be suitable.

Nevertheless, the number of realizable instances may become quite large, a 
continuum number in the case of interval data, which is likely to cause com
putational problems. Moreover, this framework tends to provide less direct 
information (basis) for decisions as the number of realizable instances increase. 
We will propose ways to resolve this problem by designing our criteria so as 
to facilitate their use in conjunction with other tools (like expert judgment, 
maximizing probability on a filtered set of qualified candidate locations, trying
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to observe structural similarity on ’qualified’ elements, etc.).

Thus, representing data by a set of realizable values is easier for multiple 
decision makers to agree on and makes the decision maker feel more comfortable 
if there is a single decision maker. In addition, it can be used in conjunction 
with other decision making frameworks.

Throughout this study, we assume that we are given a source set of realiz
able values of the parameters under consideration. We do not know a priori 
which value the nature will choose, but certainly a value within the given set. 
We further assume that the probability distribution for the elements of the set 
is not known, or very difficult to assess, so we do not rely on probabilities.

1.3 Multifacility Problem ( M M C  )

The problem that we consider is the m-Median with Mutual Communication 
{MMC)  problem. The objective is to choose the locations of m distinguishable 
new facilities on a network so as to minimize the sum of weighted distances 
between new and existing facilities and between pairs of new facilities. The 
existing facilities are located at the vertices of the network. Each new facility 
can provide any quantity of the particular service; there are no capacity lim
itations. We assume that new facilities have no locational limitations. Each 
point of the network is eligible for locating any number of new facilities.

We want to emphasize that the interaction between pairs of new facilities 
have an important role in the structure of the problem. Without these in
teractions, the problem would be equivalent to m independent single facility 
location problems, one for each new facility.
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The mathematical statement of the problem can be given as:

n m m m

772 Z Z 7 71  ? Z  6 j ;  j 2 ,..., X  ni G ̂  V j k d ( x j , X k )
t=lj=l i= lk=j+l

where G is the network under consideration,

Xj = Location of the j  th new facility, j  =  1, ...,m  

lOij =  Demand of i th existing facility for service j

i =  l,... ,n  , j  =  l ,...,m

Vjk = Demand of j  th new facility for service k

j  =  , k = {j +

and d( . , .) is the distance function

Let’s use the shorthand notation W  and V to show the vectors whose 
components are u),j’s and vjk's respectively.

1.3.1 MMC  with Inexact Weights

We deal with M M C  problems where the vectors W  and V are not known a 
priori, but we are given a (source) set from which these vectors will take values.

This source set can be specified as a cartesian product of intervals Eij =  
[ for each Wij and Njk =  for each Vjk (continuous case). We
assume that at least one interval is nondegenerate to distinguish this case from 
the deterministic problem. In this situation, clearly, we have a continuum 
number of possibilities -realizable Instances- of the problem.

Let us define D =  { {W,V)  : Wij € Eij,Vjk € Njk} as the hyperrectangle 
containing all realizable weight vectors. That is, every d E D specifies a possible 

problem instance.
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If the weights Wij and vjk have discrete (finitely many) realizations, the 
source set can be specified as a finite set with elements {Wi, K), i =  1, -..,s . 
We shall call these elements ’scenarios’ where each scenario refers to a complete 
specification of W  and V vectors.

In either case, we have a well defined set of realizable instances, we are sure 
that one element of this set will be realized, but we do not a pnon  know which 
element of this set will actually determine the problem.

Throughout, we assume that the number of new facilities m , the location 
space, and the number and locations of the existing facilities are fixed, whereby 
an instance of the problem will be specified by W  and V vectors. To emphasize 
this dependence, we will refer to an instance of M MC  as MMC{W, V).

To be able to deal with this kind of inexactness, we naturally first try to 
identify whether we can find one feasible solution vector that will ’cover’ all 
possible problem instances. That is, we look for a solution that will be optimal 
whichever problem instance is actually realized. If such a solution exists, one 
can place all the new facilities according to that solution without any fear of 
being suboptimal.

However, we may not be able to, and in many cases we are not able to find 
such solutions. Clearly , we are less likely to find such a ’permanently optimal’ 
solution as the cardinality of the source set becomes larger. In such cases, 
then, we are interested in identifying a set of ’qualified’ candidate solutions. 
The word ’qualified’ is not operational itself, so we should clarify what we would 
require from a qualified candidate solution. One approach could be to try to 
identify solutions that are optimal for more likely instances of the problem. 
Or we may want to find solutions which have the highest probability of being 

optimal.

However, such approaches may require a good deal of information on the 
individual probabilities of occurrence of elements of the source set. Also, such 
probability related (probability maximization, expected cost minimization etc.) 
approaches have drawbacks like considering only the long ruti (expected) or
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most likely behavior of the nature and missing the rest of the picture such as 
the worst case situations, etc.

To be more general, then we try to identify all solutions which have a 
chance of being optimal. That is, we look for solutions that are optimal for 
some realizable instance (element of the source set). We note, however that the 
number of such solutions can be quite a few, and increases with the cardinality 
of the source set (in fact, nondecreasing). Still, the set of such solutions forms 
a F'inite Dominating Set for the node restricted problem with inexact data. 
We know that candidate solutions outside of this set have no chance of being 
optimal, and each element of this set is optimal for some realizable problem 
instance. This information is quite valuable in some cases like when the set has 
a small cardinality or when the elements of this set have a kind of robustness 
property such as similarity to each other, accumulation of new facility locations 
to a region of the network etc. , or when the decision maker is provided with 
some additional kind of measure to choose among these solutions.

In some cases, we may not be able to find a permanently optimal solution or 
the size of the set of possibly optimal solutions may be too large. We may still 
want to ’cover’ all the realizable problem instances, but do this more efficiently 
than using the whole set of possibly optimal solutions. By efficiency, we would 
like to identify a small (as small as possible) set of candidate solutions to cover 
all the realizable instances.

Towards this objective, we are trying to find a set of candidate solutions 
that will supply an optimal solution for every realizable problem instance. That 
is, we search for a set of solution vectors, such that the elements are ’unioiiwise 
permanent’ . We know that such a set always exists; in the worst case, it is 
the whole set of possibly optimal solutions, as for every realizable problem 
instance the set of possibly optimal solutions contains an optimal solution. 
There may also be alternative sets of candidate solutions, each supplying an 
optimal solution for every realizable problem instance, in which case we try to 
apply selection rules to choose among such sets. One obvious rule could be to 
favour the set that has the lowest cardinality. We later develop other criteria
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like minimizing the dissimilarities in the elements of the set etc.

We also show a way of ’efficiently’ constructing a set that supplies an opti
mal solution for every possible problem instance. This computational efficiency 
increases the significance of unionwise permanent solutions, especially when we 
consider the significance of forming a quick framework for the decision maker.

1.3.2 Observations on the MMC  problem

We define an instance of the Multifacility Mutual Communication (MMC) 
problem by the locations of n existing facilities: (ui, U2, ..., u«), a positive integer 
m denoting the number of new facilities to be located, the weight(demand) 
vectors: W = {wij : 1 < г < n, 1 < j  <  m} for the existing facilities and V =  
{vjk : 1 < i  <  ̂^  ^he new facilities , which are nonnegative reals, and
finally the location space G with the type of distance measure d (.,.) (metric).

Our objective is to choose locations of m new facilities so as to minimize 
the weighted sum of distances between new and existing facilities and between 
pairs of new facilities.

The combinatorial statement of the problem can be given as :

{MMC)

n m m m
+ S  S  Vjkd{xj,Xk)

i=l j=l j=l k=j-hl

Any m-vector X  =  (xi,...,Xm) such that x, Ç. G, У i =  l ,. .. ,m  is called a 
Candidate Solution (feasible solution) for the problem.

We now state the vertex optimality property for the M MC  problem :

T heorem  1.1 (Tansel et.al. [31]) For the M MC problem on general net
works, there exists an optimal solution X  =  (xi,...,Xm) such that each new 
facility location x,· coincides with a vertex of the network.
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The vertex optimality property is important in the sense that the continuous 
set of alternative candidate solutions reduce to a Finite Dominating Set of 
discrete alternatives. Bcised on Theorem 1.1, we shall restrict our attention 
hereafter to vertex solutions of the M M C  problem.

PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION :

Before going into the technical discussion, we give the following definitions :

An undirected network G =  (V,i4) consists of a set V =  {u i,...,u „} of 
nodes and a set A =  {(n,, Uj)} of unordered pairs of distinct nodes in G. 
We take G to be the continuum set of all points of an embedded network 
(see Bearing, Francis and Lowe [12] for embedding). Thus, if [u,, Uj] is the 
set of all points of the embedded arc defined by the vertices u, and Uj, then 

G =  U{[u.-,Uj] : € A)

A cycle C of G is an ordered set of nodes (v^,...,v^) such that (u*,u*·'· )̂ G 
A, i =  l,...,fc  — 1, and € A. A path P  is an ordered set of nodes

s'lch that (u‘ ,u'·*· )̂ € A, f 1.

A tree is a connected network with no cycles. A subtree is a connected 
subset of a tree. A subtree rooted at vertex u, is a maximal subtree not 
containing Vi. Whenever the network of interest is a tree we write T instead 

of G.

For notational convenience, we define the following expressions :

F {X ,W ,V )  = WDx{X) + V D 2{X )=^Y ,Y ,W ijd {vi,X j)A Y , E  Vjud{xj,xk)
t=l j=l j - \

Here, W  is the 1 by mn vector whose г + (j  -  l)n  th component is

Di{X)  is the mn by 1 vector with components d{vi.,Xj)'s (with the same 

ordering as VF).

V is the 1 by m(m — l )/2  vector with components Ujjt’s.(we assume that 
components of V are ordered such that Vjk comes before v̂ t iff J < s от j  = s
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and k < t)

and D2 is the column vector with components a:jt)’s (with the same or
dering as V").

Whenever we use vjk for j  > k, we will mean Vkj

We use J =  to denote the index set of the new facilities.

In addition, for a subset Q of T, and subsets 8 , 8 1 , 8 2  of J, we define :

^s{Q) =  X ] and
Vi&Qi&S

VsAS2) =  E  E  Oit
jEiSi k̂ S2

Let S{vi) be the degree of u,. Given a vertex u,·, with adjacent vertices 
vj,vf,vf,...,Vi^'''\ we define T/ =  the subtree rooted at u,·, containing the 
adjacent vertex v\.

Given a candidate solution X  =  { x \ , X 2 , X z i  on vertices of the net
work, we denote the vertex on which new facility j  is located alternatively by 
Xj and Vaj, and we let F j  = {k £ J  : Xk = Xj} to show the index set of new 
facilities located on the same vertex as new facility j.

In the rest of the thesis, we sometimes abuse notation and write :

For / i ,/2  C J ,  Qi ,Q2 C T, we write ^ / , ( / 2) to mean Wj,{{xk : k € / 2}) 
and write Vq, (Q2) to mean : Xj € Q2})· In fact, we may further
abuse notation and write, say, Vj,{Q2 U / 2) to mean Vj,{{k : Xk € Q2 } U / 2).

We now restate a theorem that gives the conditions of optimality of a given 
candidate solution for the deterministic problem when the location space is a 

tree network.

T heorem  1.2 (Kolen [22]) : For M M C on a tree network, a given candidate 
solution is optimal if and only if no subset of new facilities can be moved to
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an adjacent vertex location such that the objective function improves (total cost 
decreases).

This theorem actually characterizes a local optimality condition as a neces
sary and sufficient condition for global optimality. This property is due to the 
tractability of the tree structure and the convexity properties of the objective 
function (Dearing, Francis, Lowe [12]).

Theorem 1.2 gives us a way of testing the optimality of a given candidate 
solution. Based on this solution, each time we should consider moving a sub
set of new facilities to an adjacent location and check whether the objective 
function improves or not. We need not consider simultaneous movement of 
new facilities located at different vertices because, as we will show in the next 
example, such moves are accounted for by disjoint moves of its components, 
each component containing new facilities located on one vertex only.

The example below illustrates Theorem 1.2.

Example :(n = 7,m = 3)

-ft;i2(d(u6, -  d{v5,vz)) (1)

Change in the objective function resulting from moving xi to us =
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(twii +  W21 +  +  W41 +  W51 -  u^6i +  W 7 1  ) d { v s ,  v e )  +  V i 2 ( d ( v e ,  V3) -  d ( v s ,  V 3))  ( 2)

and

Change in the objective function resulting from moving X2 to Vi =
(—W12 +  2̂2 +  ^32 +  u>42 +  6̂2 "h ^72)d(v3, î i) +  Vi2(d(vs, t>i) — d(v$, U3)) (3)

(1) =  (2)+(3)since d(ve,V3 )-d (v 5 ,V3 ) = d(v5 ,ve)a.ndd(v5 ,v6)+d(v5 ,vi) =  d(v6,Vi)

Based on the tree structure, when we move a subset /  of new facilities 
located at u, to an adjacent vertex u,·, the new facilities in /  will now become 
closer to the (new and existing) facilities located in Tf, while they remain in 
the same distance to new facilities in /  and are farther from all other facilities.

So, given a candidate solution, we can test its optimality by expressing a 
set of objective function differences (each defined by a subset of new facilities 
and a subtree rooted at the vertex on which they are located), and checking 
whether they are nonnegative or not. If all objective function differences are 
nonnegative, then the given candidate solution is optimal.

That is, X  is optimal for MMC{W, V) iff

V t =  1, ...,m

By the positivity of d{vi,vj) the conditions become :

wAT\Th -  w,{Ti) + v,(T\(T> u /)) -  v,(T!) > 0

V / C f i

y T ; , i  = i , . . . j (x i )

V 2 =  1, ...,m
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It is important here to note that the problem becomes independent of the 
distances. It is rather the topology of the tree and the weight relations induced 
by this topology that define the problem. Each X  induces its own set of 
inequalities in the variables W  and V.

As another observation, we see that related with each distinct x,· (for each 
set Fi) , we have a ’block’ of inequalities (call it i?,·). The number of inequalities 
in this block is 6 {xi) (2l̂ ‘'l — 1) which is the product of the number of edges 
incident to Va, with the number of nonempty subsets of Fi.

It is notable that the number of inequalities here is proportional to the 
number of subsets of the F j’s, which is an exponential function of the number 
of co-located new facilities. This property leads to difficulties when new facility 
locations coincide. The analysis becomes easier for candidate solutions for 
which all new facility locations are distinct. We will make further observations 
about such structural properties and describe our ways of dealing with such 
difficulties in the next sections.

In the set of inequalities, the variables denoting the demands of the 
existing facilities appear only in the block related to new facility j .  The vjk 
variable denoting the demands of the new facilities appears both in the block 
related to new facility j  and in the block related to new facility k. If new facility 
j  and new facility k are at different locations, then there is no connection 
between the block related to xj and the block related to x* other than the 
variable vjk] the vjk variables act as ’links’ between blocks.

So, we observe that the interaction between pairs of new facility locations 
is the determining factor for the structure of the problem. In one extreme, if 
there were no interactions between pairs of new facilities, the problem would 
decompose into m disjoint subproblems.

For a better idea of this structure, we can use an auxiliary network called 
the Linkage Network (LNb ). We construct LNb as follows : We have a node 
Nj for each new facility j  , j  =  l,...,m . There is an undirected arc [Nj,Nk] 
between Nj and Nk iff Vjk >  0. For the problem with interval data, there is an
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undirected arc between Nj and Nk iff Vjk > 0. We can observe that the problem 
decomposes into disjoint subproblems in the number of disjoint components of 
LNb , since we do not have any constraint that involves variables from different 
components of LNb - For that matter, we assume throughout this study that 
LNb is connected. Further properties of LNb will be discussed in the next 
sections.

1.4 Criteria

Now, we present formal definitions of the three main criteria that we have 
discussed in the previous section.

Given the source set D that defines all realizable problem instances:

D efinition 1.1 (Permanent Solution) A candidate solution X  is a Permanent 
Solution if X  solves MMC{W,V)  for every d =  {W,V)  € D. The set of 
Permanent Solutions is called the Permanent Set.

Definition 1.2 (Weak Solution) A candidate solution X  is a Weak Solution if 
X  solves MMC{W,  V) for some (VF, V) € D. We call the set of Weak solutions 
the Weak Set.

D efinition 1.3 (Unionwise Permanent Solution) A set U =  {X i ,X 2-^s?"M^p} 
of candidate solutions is called a Unionwise Permanent Solution if U sup
plies an optimal solution for every MMC{W,V)  such that d =  {W,V)  € D. 
(That is, given any {W,V) ^ D , X\ solves MMC{W,V) ,  or X 2 solves 
MMC{W,V), . . . ,  or Xp solves MMC{W,V)) .
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CONTINUOUS CASE

In the Continuous Ccise, we assume that the data is represented by intervals. 
For each Wij , i — 1, n , ji =  1 , m , we are given an interval E{j =  [w,j, w,j], 
and for each Vjk , j  =  1, m , k = j  + 1 , m, we are given an interval Njk =  

[Vjk,Vjk]·

It follows then the source set D is defined by

D =  {(W . V) : Wi,  e Ei„ V , Vj, € V 0 , fc)) 

which is a hyperrectangle in B} with t =  mn +  m(m — l ) / 2.

2.1 Weak Solutions

Recalling that the weak set consists of all the candidate solutions that have a 
chance of being optimal, we characterize the weak set and generate it (implicitly 
or explicitly) whenever possible. We limit our discussion in this section (for the 
continuous case) to the problems where the location space C is a tree network 
and extend our results to general networks whenever possible.

Theorem 1.2 gave us a way of testing the optimality of a given candidate 
solution for the deterministic problem. We now utilize this theorem as a tool

20
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for testing the membership of a given candidate solution to the weak set.

Given the weight vectors {W, V"), a candidate solution X  =  (xi, 0:2, 2:3, x^) 
(Vaj,Va2,Va3 , X  is Optimal for {W,V)  iff

ih)

w,{T\r!) -  w,(Tl) + v,(T\{T! u /)) -  Vf{Ti) > 0

V /C  Fi

V 7 ? ,J  =  1..... 6 (xi)

Vi = 1, ...,m

It follows that X  is a weak solution iff the system given above is feasible 
for some {W^V) € D. That is, X  is a weak solution iff there exist a solution 
{W,V) ^ D io the following system :

w,(t \ t!) + Vj(T\(Ti u /)) > w,{t!) + v,[t!)

V / C F

v r / , j  = l.....i(x.)

V i = 1, ...,m

W < W < W ,  Y < v  < v

We observe that each inequality above is defined by subset sums of Wij and 
Vjk variables so that this system has all zeros and ones as the coefficients of 
the Wij and vjk variables. We can then represent the system as:

( lx)  AiW + BiV > A2 W + B2V

W < W < W ,  , V < V < V

where Ai, A2, Bi,  B2 are zero/one matrices. Ai and 4̂2 have as many rows as 
there are inequalities, and mn (=| W  |) columns. Bi  and B2 have as many 
rows as there are inequalities, and m(m — l )/2  (=| V |) columns.
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Each row of the matrices A\, A2, Bi, B2 corresponds to an inequality of 
{Ix)· For any Wij variable, there is a 1 in a given row if Wij appears in that 
inequality. If Wij appears on the lefthandside of the inequality, A\ hcis a 1 only, 
and if Wij appears on the righthandside of the inequality, A2 has a 1 only {wij 
cannot appear both on the right and on the left in the same row). If Wij does 
not appear in an inequality, then the corresponding components of Ai and A2 

are 0. Similarly, there is a 1 in a particular row of B\ or B2 (but not both) 
for Vjk if Vjk appears in the associated inequality. Otherwise, both B\ and B2 

have O’s for vjk-

Now, we conclude that the identification of membership of a given candidate 
solution to the weak set turns out to be a linear feasibility problem (with lower- 
upper bounds on the variables) in W(j and Vjk variables.

We now present a theorem that will help eliminate some of the variables 
from the above feasibility problem.

Theorem  2 . 1  A given candidate solution X  is a weak solution iff the following 
system is consistent :

(4 ) A^W ABiV > A 2 W TB2V 

V_ < V< V

where Ai, A2·, Bi, B2 are as defined in (lx)

This theorem eliminates the W  vector from the system ( lx)  by replacing 
Wij variables with their lower or upper bound values ( 10-  or Wij )

P ro o f : Consider the system of (lx)  for a given X  =  {xi,X2, •••,Xm) ■

For a variable Wij the inequalities involving this variable in (Ix)  are either 
lower-upper bound inequalities or in one of the following two forms : Either
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for some f\ C Fj such that j  € /1 and u, € Tj (corresponding to moving a 
subset -containing j-  of new facilities to the subtree containing t;,),
or

V

M "/,('A r ‘ ) +  K ra (A (r*u M )  > w,,(T^) +

for some /2 C Fj such that j  € /2 and u,· ^ Tj" (corresponding to moving a 
subset -containing j-  of new facilities to a subtree other than the one containing
Vi) .

In the former case, Wij has a coefficient of -fl on the right side so that the 
former inequality can be stated <is :

In the latter case, Wij has a coefficient of -fl on the left side so that the 
inequality can be stated as :

Thus, the system ( lx)  can be represented in the following equivalent form :

Wij  <  R j ,  V/i C F j  J  e  f l  

Wij >  V/2 c  F j  , J e  /2 and 6 = 1 , . . . ,  S ( x j ) ,  b ^ a ,

Wij  <  Wij , Wij >  Wij

where denotes that part of [lx)  that does not involve Wij (those corre
sponding to moving subsets of J that do not contain j  to subtrees)

Consistency requires that the smallest upper bound on Wij be at least as 
large the largest lower bound on Wij . It follows then the initial system is 
consistent iff the following system is consistent :

i^X.Wij))

Wij <  R f i  V/i C F j , j  € /1

Wij >  L \  V/2 C F j , ;■ € /2 and 6 =  1 ,..., 8 { x j )  b ^  a
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^ h < R h  V / i ,/2 C F ,· , j e f i r ) f 2 b = C ... ,S {x ,)b ^ a

Note that the last set of inequalities reflects the fact that the intervals tw.j] 
and should intersect for the system to be consistent.
Note also that we simply used the Fourier-Motzkin elimination so far (see 
Dantzig [11]) to eliminate Wij and obtain an equivalent system with one less 
variable.

Now, we show that this last set of inequalities are implied by inequalities in 
(I{x,wij))j iind thus are redundant. Consider the inequality for fixed f i , f 2,b :

Rh = lH ^/,(i'\ i;“ ) - (% ,w (r /)+ H ',( r ;\ < ;i ) ) l+ (V ', , ( r \ {T ;u / , ) ) -v , , (T ;) ]

Adding Wij to both sides then rearranging the terms, we have :

[ W t , ( T l )  -  W , , { T \ T ‘ ) \  -  l w , , ( T \ T ‘ )  -  W , , ( T J ) ]  <

I V , ,  ( T \ ( T ‘ U W ) -  V , ,  ( T ‘ ) ]  -  [ V , ,  ( r ‘ )  -  V , ,  ( r \ ( r ‘  U  / , ) ) )  ( 1 )

Consider the inequalities in (I(x,wij)) corresponding to moving ( /i  — / 2) to T “ 
and moving (/2 — / 1) to Tj :

( n e w · - « ) )  (2)

In the case when ( / 1- / 2) =  0, we take this inequality to be 0 < 0.

In the case when ( / 2- / 1) =  0, we take this inequality to be 0 < 0.

We claim that Lefthandside (2) +  (3) >  Lefthandside (1) and Righthandside
(2) +  (3) <  Righthandside (1) so that (2) +  (3) implies (1). Using the fact that 
if f ' , f "  are two arbitrary sets then f '  = { f '- f" )  U ( /  D / " ) ,  we have:

LHS(I) =  -  |H'„,.y.,(T\7;‘ ) +  lV (/,n /.)(r\ r*)l-

[vr,y,_y,,(r\r·) +  »r,/,ny,)(r\37)) +  !» '( / ,-y.|(i;·) + H'(y,r,y,)(i;“ )l
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=  LHS{2 +  3) +  W^f,aмiT¡) -  Wu,nfMT\T^) -  W(s,rM,){T\Tf) +  W(s,nM{T^) 

= LHS{ 2  + 3) -  2W(j,nh){T\{TJ U r / ) )  < LHS{2 +  3)

So, Lefthandside (2 +  3) >  Lefthandside (1). Similarly :

ii7/S '(l) = m / , - / , ) ( n ( I J U ( / i - /2) ) ) - ^ / . - / . ) ( / . n /2)+ V (/,n /,) (r\ (r ;u /· ) ) ] -

\Vih-h){T;) +  V(/,n,.)(i;“ ))+

u (A  -  / , ) ) )  -  n h )  +  V (/,n /,)(n (r ,‘ u / 2))|-

Using Vi,(S2) = Us,(S,),

=  RHS(2 +  3) +  2H;.n;,|(r\(77 U r,‘ U ( / ,  U / , ) ) )

H /f5 (l)  -  +  3) = 2U|/,n;,,(T\(r; U r ‘  U ( / ,  U / , ) ) )  > 0

Thus, the inequality (1) is redundant. This means that any inequality in the 
set of inequality ^ Hfi is redundant for each choice of / i ,/2 and b.

This means that the initial system is consistent iff the following system is 
consistent :

Wij < Rf̂  V /i C Fj , j e f i

toij >  V/2 C F j , G /2 and 6 =  1, 6  /  a

We observe that this new set of inequalities is the initial set of inequalities 
with Wij replaced with its lower-upper bound values. This means that we can 
eliminate any component of the vector W  by replacing it with its lower-upper 
bounds conveniently. We can continue with the other components of the W  
vector to eliminate the whole W  from the system except that we have to show 
that the order we eliminate variables does not affect the procedure. This is 
true, since the differences LHS{\) — LHS{ 2  -f 3) and RHS{ 2  -f 3) — RHS{\) 
are always nonpositive, no matter which value the involved variables are set, 
as long as they are within their bounds. For the common terms of (1) and 
(2 -f-3), that do not appear in the lefthandside or righthandside differences, we
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see that if any variable has been set to its upper (lower) bound in (1) it will be 
set to its upper (lower) bound in (2 -f- 3). After eliminating all the components 
of the W  vector, we can say that the initial system is consistent iff :

(I'x)
Wi(T\T!) -  w ,(T i)  + v, ( t \(t;  u / ) )  -  v, ( t! )  >  о

V / C Fi

Vi = 1, m

к  < к  < F

which is what we wanted to prove. □

We now give a Corollary to Theorem 2.1 :

C orollary 2.1 Suppose given a candidate solution X  =  {xi,X2 , ■ For
any {j, k) such that xj =  Xk we can replace the variable Vjk in {I'x) by vjk. The 
resulting system is consistent iff the original system is consistent.

P ro o f : We observe that if Xj = Xk the inequalities in (7^) involving the 
variable Vjk are of the form :

Vjk > L) = |W /r‘ ) -  Wj{T\T^)] -  lVj{T*) -  (Vj(T\T‘) -

( for all /  C Fj such that j  E f  or к E f  but not both, Vb =  1,..., ¿ ( x j ) )

ĵk > Щк 

Vjk < Vjk

Here, the term Vf{T\T·) -  Vjk = У(д{_,-,*,})(Г\Г]’) -  V(fn[j,k}){T\{T· U {j, k}))

Taking all these as bounding inequalities as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, 
we see that the whole system is consistent iff the system
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Vjk >  Lf^, for all possible/ ,  V 6 =  1, ...,<5(xj) 

is consistent. The resulting system corresponds to replacing Vjk in (7^) by
Vjk.  □

So, we have converted the problem of identifying the membership of a given 
candidate solution to the weak set to a linear feasibility problem that involves 
the V vector only. The number of inequalities in the system is \ —
1), which is polynomial in the number of inequalities which are located on 
distinct vertices, and exponential in the number of co-located new facilities 
with respect to the given solution vector X. In the next section, we propose an 
approximation for candidate solutions with co-located facilities, so as to reduce 
the number of inequalities to 0 {n).

2.1.1 e Perturbation

In the problem of identifying whether or not a given candidate solution X  is a 
weak solution, we have observed that there are exponentially many inequalities 
if some new facilities are located on the same vertex. To overcome this com
putational difficulty, we propose working with a ’perturbed’ candidate solution 
instead of the original X  vector.

Given the m-vector X  =  , we construct the perturbed
vector X' as follows :

If all Xi are distinct vertices, then X' =  X.

Otherwise, for each Fq = {k : Xk =  x ,}  with x, =  u,, 
let ¿1, ...,U  be an enumeration of indices in Fq with i\ = q, k =| F, | and

Create distinct dummy vertices t;,̂ , u .j,..., such that 
0 < d ( u , , =  Sj < e, V ji =  2, . . . ,k for some small enough positive e.

Assign w.j =  0 for the new vertices and

x'i,=Vi ,x -^ = u q  ; = 2, . . . ,1·.
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The perturbed vector X' has all new facilities located on different vertices, 
so testing whether X' is a weak solution requires solving a feasibility problem 
involving 0(n) inequalities (constraints).

However, we have changed the tree structure by adding extra vertices. We 
argue now that this change in the structure does not affect our conclusions, 
and discuss the validity of the approximation by using X' instead of X.

First thing to note here is that adding new vertices to the tree with zero 
weights is just equivalent to considering some of the interior points as vertices 
of the tree and this does not change the topology of the tree. So e perturbation 
is equivalent to moving all but one of the co-located facilities to distinct interior 
points of the tree.

Next, we show that F{X, W, V )-F {X ', W, V) =  0{e). That is F{X, W, V ) -  
F {X ', VF, V) goes to zero as e goes to zero. The implication of this observation 
is that, if X' is optimal for some choice of weights, we can say that X  is £ 
-optimal (or very close to optimality) for small enough e. So, for small enough 
£ , X  can be considered as a weak solution if X' is a weak solution.

Assume that we have moved the new facilities (¿2,^3, from u,· to

(u.-2,Ui3,...,U.J

Let T / denote the subtree rooted at u,·, containing u,v, and fr denote the 
set of new facilities moved to T/'.

F ( X , W , V ) - F ( X ' , I V , V )  =

r  j - .VjETr S € f r  r .v ,eT \ T T  s e f r

X  X  -  X  X  u,id(u,',,u,·,) -  X  X  V5id(u,-,u,J)
X t € . ( T T - j r ) s £ i r  < e / r S 6 / r  X t & T \ ( T r u f r )  s S f r

Using the fact that d(u„u, J  =  e, < £ , by construction,

F{X , W, V) -  F{X\ W, V) <

e ( X ( ^ / r ( ^ ’ )̂ “  ^fr{T\T[) + Vf,{T[) -  Vf^ifr) -  VT\(Trujr){fr)))
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Or simplifying,

F (X , W, V )-F {X \  W ,V )< e  (Y :(W ,.{T n-W t,(T \T n+V ,A T n-V ,A T \T n))
T

'I hus, F{X^ V) — F {X ', ly, V) goes to zero as e goes to zero.

We note here that the perturbed vector X' is not unique. We can construct 
different X' vectors by choosing different relative locations and orderings of 
the new facilities in Fj with respect to each other. For each such X\  we know 
that X  can be considered as a weak solution if is a weak solution. Then we 
have some kind of flexibility in that, we can assume that X  is a weak solution 
if any of the systems {I^’ ) admits a feasible solution.

2.1.2 Special Cases 

I.LN b is a tree

We recall that LNb is an auxiliary network that represents the interaction 
between pairs of new facilities. Each new facility NFj is represented by a node 
Nj ; there is an undirected arc between Nj and Nk if vjk > 0.

Now, we show that, if LNb has a tree structure, then the problem of iden
tifying the membership of any given candidate solution X  to the Weak Set can 
be solved easily in a recursive way.

Using Theorem 2.1, we can say that X  =  {xi,X2,X3 , is a weak
solution iff the system

( 4 )  AiW  + BiV > A2W + B2V

Y < V < V

is consistent. The matrices A i,A 2,B i,B 2 are as defined in Section 2.1
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Lem m a 2.1 Let Nt be a tip vertex of LNb , with the unique adjacent vertex 
N3 . Any inequality involving vt, in the block related to N Ft is either redundant 
or corresponds to a lower or upper bound inequality on Vtj.

P ro o f : In (7; .̂), each variable Vjk appears in the block related to NFj and 
also in the block related to NFk.

Since Nt is a tip vertex with the unique adjacent vertex Vta > 0 while 
vti =  0, V z 7̂  s.

Assuming without loss of generality that Xt =  Vt, if Xs = xt, we know by 
Corollary 2.1 that we can set vts =  Vts and eliminate Vts from the system.

Assume X3 ^  Xf Consider any inequality in the block related to NFt  ̂
containing Vts· Such an inequality is identified by a subset F  C Ft such that 
t  ̂ F, and a subtree Tf to which we move F.

If F  = { i } ,  then the inequality will be of the form :

Vt{Tf) -  Vt{T\T̂ )̂ < -W t{T f)  +  Wt{T\Tf)

As Vti =  0 if e 7̂  s, the lefthandside of the above inequality will be just Vts 
if Xs € T“ , and -Vts if ^ Tf. Also, we know that the righthandside is a 
constant.

That means, if F  =  then the related inequalities only give lower or 
upper bounds on Vts-

If Xs G T /, w'e will have vts <  c, and Vts >  —Ci, i ^ s, where 
c, =  -  +  Wt{T\Tl^), k =  l,...,<!)(x,)

Now, assume that F  D {<}· Denoting F' = F — {t }, the inequality will be 

of the form :

VfiTf) -  VF{T\{Tf U F )) < -W F iT f)  +  WF{T\Tf) (1) 

which is equivalent to

VF'i'rn +  Vt{Tn -  Vp.'iT\{T,  ̂u F ')) +  Vjr’ it) -  V i(T\(r; U F )) <
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-Wp<{T^) -  WtiTt) + Wf,{T\T^ )̂ + Wt{T\Tt^)

Collecting similar terms, we have

[V A V ) -  V f(T\(Tt u i·'))! +  IV,(T‘ ) + Vp(i) -  v,{T\{Tt u f ))) < 

\ -w a t ; )  +  l y f i n r , · ) ]  + \-w ,(t ; )  +  w ',(r\ r·)) ( i ')

Considering moving F' to T’“ we have

y p i T t )  -  V f ' { T \ { T :  U  F ' ) )  < - W p . { T ^ )  +  W p , { T \ T ^ )  (2)

And moving t to T“ we have

Vi(T“) -  Vt{T\Tt) < -W t{T^) +  Wt{T\T:) (3)

Summing (2) and (3), we get

VF'{Tn -  Vf'{T\{T^ U  F')) +  K (r “) -  mT\T^) <

- W f ' { t : )  +  W p , { T \ T ^ )  -  W t i T n  +  ( 4 )

Now, we see that (4) equivalent to (1 ) because righthandsides of (4) and (1 ) 
are the same, and lefthandside of (4) is always equal to lefthandside of ( l ') ,  
since

( LHS(4) - LHS(l) ) =

[ - v , ( n r , “ )l -  \vAt) -  v,{T\(Tt u i·)))

We know that vu =  0 if r 5. Now if s € T “ ( LHS(4) - LHS(l) ) =  
—0 — (0 — 0) =  0. Otherwise, if s e T\7'“ , then ( LHS(4) - LHS(l) ) =  

- V u  -  (0 -  Vts) = - V t s  +  =  0

So, the inequality ( l ’ ) is redundant.

Any inequality involving vt ,  in the block related to N F t  is either redundant 
or corresponds to a lower or upper bound inequality on Vt,.  □

Theorem  2.2 Let Nt be a tip vertex of LNb with the unique adjacent vertex 
N,. We can eliminate [Â <, A'̂ ,) from LNb by setting :

max{cmyyi^) , Vu ^  min{ct,Vu}
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and then

 ̂ ^̂ ais ) ^ats  ̂ ^ats "f" t̂a

w h e r e  c „ i  =  m a x { - C i ,  I  <  i  <  S { x t ) , i  ^  5 }

P ro o f : We have seen by Lemma 2.1 that any inequality involving Vu in the 
block related to NFt is either redundant or corresponds to a lower or upper 
bound inequality on Vts-

We can now take Cm -  m a x {-c „  1 < i <  6 {xt),  ̂ /  s} < vts < c, that come 
from the inequalities involving Vtg in the block related to NFt 
with the original lower-upper bound inequalities < Vtg < Va 
to obtain

max{crn,Vi^} < Vis <  m rn{c„Ui,}.

To stay within the format of (/^ ), we can set

Vis <- min{cs,Vts}

and obtain revised lower and upper bounds for Vta.

Now, we are left with Vt, appearing in only the (possibly revised) lower- 
upper bound inequalities and in the block related to new facility s.

Since in the block related to NFs the variables Wa, and Vt, always appear 
with the same sign, we can eliminate Vts from the block related to new facility 
s by setting :

X U ,ats V̂ a.s +  Vts > '̂ a,s <- Wa,s +  Vu

Replacing Uj, in our system of inequalities ( /^ ) with lower-upper bound values 
corresponds to the elimination of the tip vertex Nt and the edge [Nt, N )̂ from 

LNb . □

This theorem shows that we can always eliminate tip vertices from LNb - 
In the special case when LNb has a tree structure, this result allows us to 
recursively solve the feasibility problem defined by (I'x) and the bounding 
inequalities.
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If LNb is a tree, each time we delete a tip vertex and the unique edge 
incident to it, we are again left with a tree with one less number of vertices 
and one less number of arcs, which correspond to a new set of inequalities that 
has the same structure. We can continue trimming tip vertices of LNb until we 
are left with a single edge and two vertices. At this stage, we can immediately 
conclude whether the system is consistent or not. This is done by checking 
whether the last remaining vjk variable turns out to have a nonempty interval 
of lower-upper bounds.

Now, we present the algorithmic statement of the procedure for solving the 
feasibility problem to determine whether a given X  is a weak solution or not, 
when LNb has a tree structure.

Let 77 denote the subtree rooted at Xt, containing a;,,

1. Pick a tip vertex N  of LNb · Let N3 be the unique vertex adjacent of 

Nf

2. If xt = X3 1 set Vu - Vti- Go to 9

Else ,

3. Delete from the system the inequalities corresponding to moving any F  
such that, F D { 0  to any adjacent vertex.

4. Compute cjt =  -W t{T t) + Wt{T\Tl^), k =  l , . . . ,% t )

5. Compute Cm =  maa:{—c,, 1 <  * < ·*}

6. Set Vf3 <— max{cm,Vts} and Vts <— min{vt3 ,Cs}

7. If Vi3 > Vt3 Stop. The system is infeasible.

Else,

8. Set Wa,3 ^  Wats +  t̂s and Wa,s *- Wats +  t̂s

9. Delete [jV<, N3) from LNb · If LNb =  the system is feasible iff the
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remaining inequalities all hold. Stop.

Else LNb D Goto 1.

The following example will help demonstrate the ideas of this section. 

E xam ple :(n =  7,m =  4)

9/15

Consider the tree structure of the example on page 16 and LNb given as 
above. The other related data is as follows : (Each row represents the weight 
relations ( [lower,upper] ) of a new facility with the 7 vertices.)

N F 1 : [3,3] , [5,5] , [4,4] , [2,6] , [1,2] , [2,3] , [3,5]

N F2  : [2,4] , [2, 6] , [4,5] , [3,5] , [4,6] , [3,5] ,[1,3]

NF  3 : [6,18] ,[1 ,4 ], [2,3] , [0,1] ,  [1,4] , [1,4] , [0,2]

NFA : [1,2] ,[1,3] ,[2,4] ,[1,4] ,[2,4] ,[1,4] ,[9,19]

Assume now that we want to identify whether X  =  (u4,U4,ui,U7) is a Weak 
Solution. X is a Weak Solution iff the following system is consistent :

- V n  +  V i 3  <  - W n  -  W 2 1  -  r u g i  +  U > 4 1  +  U > 5 1  +  W e i  +  U > 7 1  =  4

-V 12 -  <  wn +  «>21 +  W31 + W41 -  Wsi -  ^61 -  W71 =  12

— V12 — V24 ^ ~W i2 ~  W22 ~  t̂ 32 T 4̂2 + Û52 + ¿ ’62 + *¿72 = 11

- V i 2  A  V24 <  W i2  +  W22  +  ¿>32 +  W 42  ~  10^2 ~  ¿̂ 62 “  « ’72 =  1 2

i’13-1’24 < (-U’ıı■tf2Γ^31+^4^+¿>51+гí>61+¿>7l) + (-ti’l2-'У’22■t¿32+¿>42+¿’52+¿>62+W72) = 15
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- U l 3 + i ^ 2 4  <  { w u + W 2 l + W 3 i + W 4 i - W 5 i - W Q ^ - W r i ) E { w i 2 + W 2 2 + W 3 2 + W 4 2 - W ^ 2 - W 6 2 - y ^ 7 2 )  =  2 4

V\Z <  U>13 -  U>23 -  y ’33 -  ^ 4 3  -  ^^»53 “  ^ 6 3  “  ^ 7 3  =  1 3  

t'-24 < -W u -  U>24 -  U>34 -  W44 -  Ws4 ~ ^64 + «̂ 74 = 11

We start with the tip Â4. Taking V24 < 11 with 9 < V24 < 15 gives 9 < 2̂4 <  11·
We delete the last inequality from the system and update the inequalities 
related to new facility 2. The new LNs is :

LNB

With the set of inequalities :

-V 12 +  Ui3 < 4

—i;i2 — Ui3 ^ 12 

-U 12 < 11 +  11 =  22

-V 12 <  12 -  9 = 3 

ui3 < 15 + 11 =  26 

-u i3 < 24 -  9 =  15 

Vis <  13

Now, we take the tip N3 . Taking -1 5  < vys <  13 with 8 < V13 <  10 gives 
8 <  «13 <  10. We delete the last three inequalities from the system and update 
the inequalities related to new facility 1.
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The new LNb is :

LNB

1/3

With the set of inequalities :

—v\2 <  4 — 8 =  —4 

- v u  <  12 + 10 = 22

—Vi2 ^  22

-Vi2 <  3

Which give vu > 4. Taking this with 1 < Ui2 <  3, we get 4 < Ui2 <  3, whereby 
we observe that the system is inconsistent because Uij =  4 > Ui2 =  3. So, X  is 
not a weak solution.

2. Location  Space is a Line

In this subsection, w'e show that, when the location space is a line, the problem 
of identification of a given candidate solution to the weak set can be expressed 
as a network flow feasibility problem.

Before further discussing this special case, we present the observations that 
establish the correctness of viewing the problem on the line with rectilinear 
distances as a special case of the problem on a tree network.

Given the tine and the locations of the existing facilities, we can restrict 
our attention to the convex hull of the existing facilities, because for any set 
of weights, we know that there is an optimal solution where each new facility 
location is in the convex hull of new facilities (see Francis et. al. [18]) . Now, 
we can view this line segment as a tree consisting of a simple path only, and
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the tree distances are equal to the rectilinear distances. This establishes the 
tree representation of the line problem.

Throughout this subsection, we assume that we are given candidate solu
tions for which each new facility is located on a distinct vertex, or otherwise 
we deal with the e - perturbed vector of the given candidate solution. That 
is, we consider candidate solutions of the form X  =  (xi,X2,X3 , where
Xi = Xj only if i =  j .

We also assume that the vertices in the tree are renumbered such that one 
of the tip vertices gets the label Vi, and (u,·,u,̂ |.i) is an edge of the tree for 
i =  1, ...,n — 1

For notational convenience, we add the two vertices Vo, Un+i ? and the two 

edges (uo, v i ) , (vn,i’n+i)

Given such a candidate solution X  = {vai,Va ,̂ we can say using
Theorem 2.1 that, is a Weak solution iff the following system is consistent :

Z )  Vjk -  Z  < -  Z ;  Wij +  Z
ak<(ij t<â  t>Ofc

Z  ~ Z  ^ “  Z  +  Z  ·" ’

Vjk < Vjk <vjk , 1 < j  < k < m  

Since 6 {xj) =  2 and | Fj |= 1, V j  (Fj — { j } ) .

m

The first set of inequalities correspond to moving Xj to the left, the second 
set corresponds to moving Xj to the right.

We observe that the lefthandside of the r-th inequality in the first set is 
the negative of the lefthandside of the r-th inequality in the second set. Using 

this, we have

Z  -  Z  ^  Z  -  Z  ^  -  Z  + Z  > 7 =  ···.
i>ak »<0* ak>aj i<ak *>ait

Vjk < Vjk < Vjk , 1 < j  < k < m

m
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Calling the constants

-  Y .
i>ak i<â

-  Y  + Y  »
i<a* t>a*

X is a Weak Solution iff

^  Y  ~ Y  ^ i  =  1, ···, m

Vjjt <  Vjk <Vjk, I < j  < k < m 

If we define yj =  ^  vjk — ^  vjk , the system becomes
ak>aj

Y  ĵk -  Y  vjk - v j  = 0 , j  = I , ...,
ak<aj

rn

ctj < Vj < o ij, i  = 1,..., m

Vjk <  i;jit < Vjfc , I < j  < k < m

Observe that the first set of inequalities above define the node-edge incidence 
matrix of a graph, with each variable Vjk appearing twice, once in the j-th  
inequality and once in the k-th inequality.

If Xk < Xj then the coefficient of vjk is -fl in the j-th  inequality and —1 
in the k-th inequality. Otherwise if Xk > Xj, Vjk has coefficient —1 in the j-th  
inequality and -f 1 in the k-th inequality.

Each yj variable appears only once in the j-th  inequality, with a coefficient 
of —1.

If we consider the yj and vjk as the flow values by taking the and
(vjkiVjk) as the (lower , upper) bounds on the variables yj and vjk respectively, 
and if we add the constraint :

m

E i / i  =  0.
j=l

our system is almost a network flow feasibility problem except that some of 
the yj variables can be negative if aj < 0. To convert this to a regular network
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flow feasibility problem with nonnegative flow variables, we do the following 
change of variables :

yj = y j - a ‘j, j  =

With the change of variable, the new (equivalent) system is as follows :

Z) Vjk -  Z -  Vj =  «5, j  =  1 ,
m mẑ . = -z«;

j = l  i = l

m

0 < y j <  {ot'· -  a ')  , i  =  1, m

Vjk < Vjk < Vjk y I < j  < k < m

The network flow feasibility problem can be solved by any of the existing 
methods (See for example, Kennington and Helgason [21]).

We now present an example to demonstrate the construction of the flow 
conservation type of problem and clarify the discussion in this section.

Exam ple : (n =  6,m = 4)

Assume that we are given the following line. We want to test whether 
X  =  {v2,Vi,V6yV4) is a Weak Solution.

©---------------------©-----------------------©-------------------- ©----------------------®-------------------- ©
Assume that we have used the given bound values and computed :

a[ =  -2 ,  a “ =  3, o ' =  3, a “ =  6, ^  =  -3 , a “ =  3, =  -5 ,  a “ =  - 3

with given 2 < U12 < 4, 0 < V13 <  5, 6 <  V14 < 8, 1 < U23 < 3 , 4 < U24 4, 2 <  U34 <  5

Now, we know that X  is a Weak Solution iff the following system is consistent :

i’i2 -  -  vu - y i -  - 2

-V 12 -  V23 -  V24 -  2̂ =  3
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1̂3 +  f̂ 23 +  1̂34 ~ J/3 — ~3 

1̂4 +  2̂4 ~ 3̂4 — V4 — ~S 

h  +  V2 +  h  +  V4 =  I

0 < yi < 5, 0 < y2 <  3, 0 < t/3 < 6, 0 < 4̂ < 2 

2 < Vi2 < 4, 0 < 1'13 < 0, 6 < Vu < 8 , 1 < V23 < 3, 4 < 2̂4 < 4, 2 < U34 <  5 

which defines the feasible flow problem on the following network :

(supply)

Ni
lower/upper 

— > -----

2.1.3 Construction of the Weak Set for m =  2

For the case when there are 2 new facilities to be located, we present an 0{n^) 
algorithm for constructing the weak set.

The algorithm makes use of the 0{n) 1-median tree trimming algorithm 
proposed by Tansel and Scheuenstuhl [33]. First we define that algorithm.

1-median Weak Solutions Algorithm :
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The algorithm uses the facts that the weak set is convex for the 1-median 
problem and that a tip u, of the tree is a weak solution for the Tmedian problem 
iff

Wi >  I f  (T\{u.})

So, we start with a tip vertex of the tree, and test whether it is a weak solution.

If the answer is ’No’ , then the tip vertex and the unique edge incident to it 
is deleted from the tree, by adding the bounds on the weight of the tip vertex 
to the corresponding bounds of the weight of the unique adjacent vertex. The 
procedure continues with the remaining tree and the new bounds on weights. 
If the answer is ’Yes’ , then the tip vertex is marked as ’ineligible’ and the 
procedure continues with another tip vertex.

We stop when all the tip vertices are marked as ’ineligible’ . The remaining 
tree is the weak set.

In our case, we have 2 new facilities to locate. We know that testing whether 
a given X  =  (a :i,i2) is a weak solution is a lower-upper bounded linear feasi
bility problem, involving the V vector only, which is the scalar v 2̂ for m =  2.

Actually, testing whether a given X  = (xi,X2) is a weak solution is equiva
lent to testing whether a set of inequalities in Ui2 has a feasible solution within 
its lower-upper bounds.

Now assume that we fix the location of new facility 1 as Vi. Consider the 
subtrees rooted at u,·, T/ , j  =  1, ...,¿ (1;,·).

Lem m a 2.2 Identifying the members of the Weak Set such that {x\fX2) =  
(vi,x) where x G T/ can be done by applying the 1 -median Weak Solutions 
Algorithm with a revised set of weights.

P ro o f :

For x\ fixed (at i>,) and X2 in the subtree T/ (that is (u,, a:) such that x € T-)
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to be a Weak Solution, we require that the following system is consistent :

v̂ 2 < - W ,{ T n  + W,{T\Ti) = cj

- v n  < -W d T t)  + Wy{T\Tt) =  Ck , k = l ,  , k ^ j

related with new facility 1, and

< -W ^iTi) +  W2{T\T^)

-VV2 < - W 2 (T,') +  =  1, , k ^ i

related with new facility 2 and the bounding inequalities

Vl2 < vu < Vu

As Xi =  Vi is fixed, and the subtree rooted at v, that contains X2 =  x does not 
change, the inequalities in the block related to new facility 1 are the same for 
all X G 37. Then, we can view these inequalities as lower-upper bound type 
inequalities for Vi2-

That is, we can set

U12 *- m ax{—cjt, I < k < ¿i(u,·), k ^  j  ,v^2},v i2 <— m m {cj, vu} 

to get revised bounds for V12.

Now, adding vu on tn,2, that is updating

ŷ i2 t̂'2 +  V12 , «̂ 2 Wi2 +  V12

the conditions for (u,, x) for fixed u, and x € Ti being a Weak Solution become

0 < - W 2 {Ti) +  W2{T\Ti)

0 < -W ATi) + WAT\T^), k = 1 ...S(x) , kAi

U12 <  <  Vi2

which can be expressed as :
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0 <  - W 2{T,̂ ) + m(T\T^ ) , k =  1, 6 {x)

V l 2  <  V l 2  <  V i 2

Finally, we observe that the above are just the conditions for x being a weak 
solution with the 1-median problem defined by the intervals lu, 6 tw,-2] so
that we can use the 0{n) 1-median Weak Solutions Algorithm to find x E 7 / 
such that (u,, x) E weak set. □

This Lemma tells us that we can repeat this procedure for all u,· and all 
subtrees of each u,·, we can construct the weak set with elements (u,-,x).

Now, we have :

C orollary 2.2 T/ie vertex elements of the weak set (x i,X 2) such that xi ^  X2 

can be constructed in O(n^) time.

P ro o f : We just observe that for each fixed u, and each subtree rooted 
at Ui, we apply the 0(n) 1-median Weak Solutions Algorithm once. So, we 
apply the algorithm as many times as the total number of subtrees rooted at 
the vertices of the tree (the degrees of the vertices), which is 2(n — 1). So, the 
overall order is O(n^). □

Lem m a 2.3 The vertex elements of the weak set (x i,X 2) such that x\ =  X2 =  
Vi can be constructed in 0 {n) time.

For (xi,.T2) =  (f,, Vi), the conditions for being a weak solution are :

- t ; i2 <  -Wi(Tf^) + m(T\T/‘) V k = l,...,S(vi)

-V i2 < - W 2(T/‘) +  W2(T\Tf) V k =  l,...,S(vi)

0 < [-Wi(Ti^) + m(T\T/^)} -t- [ - 1̂ 2(7;'=) -f- w 2(nT ;'')] V = 1,
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To construct the elements of the weak set such that xi =  X2 = Vi for some u,·, 
we will check the three sets of inequalities separately, one set of constraints at 
a time, (a:, x) is a weak solution iff x satisfies all three sets of constraints.

For the first and second set of constraints, we use a derivative of the 1- 
median Weak Solutions algorithm described above. Checking the third set of 
constraints we see that they are the conditions for u,· being a weak solution for 
the 1-median problem defined by the weights W{ 6 [iu,i +  ^ 2)^«! +  ^»2]·

We now describe how we test the first or second sets of constraints by the 
Modified 1-median Weak Solutions Algorithm. The constraints are of the type :

- u ,2 < -W {T t)  +  W{T\Th V k =  l,...,<5(u.)

Modified 1-median Weak Solutions Algorithm :

We start with a tip vertex Vt where the conditions become

W(r\Ut) < tUt -f Ui2

If the answer is ’No’ , then the tip vertex and the unique edge incident to it is 
deleted from the tree, by adding the weights of the tip vertex to the weights of 
the unique adjacent vertex, the procedure continues with the remaining tree 
and the new weights. If the answer is ’Yes’, then the tip vertex is marked as 
’ineligible’ and the procedure continues with another tip vertex.

We stop when all the tip vertices are marked as ’ineligible’ or the tree is 
empty. The remaining tree is the set that satisfies the condition.

The algorithm requires one comparison at each call, the main step is re
peated at most (n — 1) times. Thus, the order is 0{n)

Any vertex u, that passes all the three tests identifies (u,-,u,·) as a weak 
solution.

So, we can identify the elements of the weak set such that X\ = X2 =  u,· 
by applying the 0{n) Modified 1-median Weak Solutions Algorithm two times.
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and the 0{n) 1-median Weak Solutions Algorithm once, with an overall order 
of 0 {n). □

Before giving the statement of the procedure for constructing the weak 
set, we give an argument on the correctness of the Modified 1-median Weak 
Solutions Algorithm.

Lem m a 2.4 The Modified 1 -median Weak Solutions Algorithm determines 
correctly the vtrtices that satisfy the condition :

- VX2  < -W {T t)  +  W{T\Tl^) V k =

P r o o f : Whenever the condition fails for a tip vertex Vt (of the current tree), 
that is, W(T\ui) > wt -l· Ui2, we observe that, for the subtree rooted at the 
unique adjacent vertex u,, containing Uj, the condition W{T^) < W{T\Tj)-\-Vi2 

is satisfied since :

W{T^) = W f < W t +  Vi2 and W{T\Tl) +  = W{T\vt) -f- Vi2 > W{T\vt)

So, we need not check the condition for T̂ . Also, Vt and Vg are in the same 
subtree with respect to all other vertices of the current tree (and with respect 
to other subtrees rooted at Vg ). These facts justify the deletion of [ui,Us) from 

the tree and updating [u;,, tn,] =  -f Wg -f u)t].

Now, assuming that the tip vertices satisfy the condition, that is
W(T\vi) < Wi +  Vi2 (1) andW (r\uj) <  Wj -f (2), consider some Vt € 
P{vi^Vj), The conditions for Vt are :

w {t; ) < w {t \tI)-\-vi2 (10

W {Ti)<W {T\T,^) + vn (20

W{Tl‘)<W{T\T,^) + vn, k = C ...,S {v t) ,k jii ,j  (30

(T) is implied by (2), since {uj} C T\T; , (20 is implied by (1), since {u.·} C 
r\ T / and (30 is implied by (1) or (2), since {u.,Uj·} C T\ 1 ]̂ , k =  l , . . . ,6 {vt) ,k ^

i j -
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This establishes the correctness of the conclusion that the vertices on the 
path between the tips of the remaining tree also satisfy the condition, thus the 
algorithm is correct. □

Now, we state the 2-median Weak Solutions Algorithm :

0. i =  0, j =  1 , Weak Set - 0

1. For each subtree T,̂  rooted at Vi compute

Cl = +  iViim;*)

2. Set max{-ci, 1 < t < 6{vi), k 7̂ J ,^12}, C12 min{cjy tin}

3. Set *— Wi2 +  t’ la 5 ^i2 ^  Wi2 -|- vn

4. Apply the 1-median Weak Solutions Algorithm, with the weights :

Ws € [Ws2i ‘̂ s2] s =

Call the resulting set Wx. Let Wxj =  {(u,-,a;) : a: G HT f1 T /} .

5. Set Weak Set Weak Set U Wx̂

6. If j  < 6 {vi) , set j  <— j> -f-1. Goto 2.

Else,

7. If i < n, set 2 <— 2 -t-1. Goto 1.

Else,

8. Apply the Modified 1-median Weak Solutions Algorithm, with the 

weights :
€ [ry,i,u>,i] s =  l,...,n an d  v\2

Call the resulting set Wx

9. Apply the Modified 1-median Weak Solutions Algorithm with the weights :

5 =  l ,. .. ,n  and Vi2
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Call the resulting set W2

10. Apply the 1-median Weak Solutions Algorithm with the weights :

to, e  +  W,2i +  Ws2] -5=1, n 

Call the resulting Weak Set W3

11. Let W,nt =  : u, €

12. Set Weak Set f-Weak Set U

The following example will demonstrate the application of the 2-median 
Weak Solutions Algorithm.

E xam ple : (n =  6, m = 2)

We first demonstrate how we identify the members of the Weak Set of the 
form (v4,x ), that is we fix Xi = V4

Computing Cl =  -ly ii -  w î -  W31 + W41 -f 1051 +  wei =  10 for Tj,

C2 — wii + W21 +  W31 +  «̂ 41 -  Wsi +  t<>6i =  29 for T  ̂ and

C3 — W\1 +  Wn +  W3I T ^41 +  5̂1 ~ tfei ~  '̂ 4
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We start with T¡. Set t;,2 <- m aa;{-29 ,-3 3 ,3 } = 3 Vu <- m m {10 ,10} =
10

Set «̂ 42 =  3 +  3 =  6 , u>42 =  10 -f- 5 = 15

Apply the 1-rnedian Weak Solutions Algorithm with Wi G [Wi2,Wi2]

Pick ui. tDi =  8 < W(T\vi) =  18. Delete [ui, U3). Update tna € [4 + 2,8 +  9]

Pick U2· W2 —  ̂ < W{T\v2) — 19. Delete [u2, Update 1̂ 3 G [3+6,6 +  17]

Pick i>3. W3 = 23 > kF(7'\v3) =  13. Mark V3 ineligible.

As we have finished processing the members of T} , we stop concluding that 
(^4,^3) G Weak Set

Now, we continue with T .̂ Set Uj2 <— maa;{ —10,—33,3} =  3 U12 *— 
min{29,10} =  10

Set W42 = 3  + 3 =  6 , W42 =  10 + 5 = 15

Apply the 1-median Weak Solutions Algorithm with w, G [tt;,2, u),-2]

Pickus. iDs =  6 <  W (r\u5) =  18. Delete [ 5̂,^4). Update ti;4 G [4+6,6+15]

As we have finished processing the members of we stop. There is no 
X G T4 such that (^4, 2:) G Weak Set.

Finally, for T4 , we set Uj2 <— m a x { -10, —29,3} =  3 U12 <— m m {33,10} =
10

Set W 42 =3 +  3 =  6, W 42 = 10 + 5 = 15

Apply the 1-median Weak Solutions Algorithm with in, G [w'2 ,Wi2]

Pickue· iie =  4 < W(T\u6) = 19. Delete [u6,î 4)· Update iU4 G [3+6,4+15]

As we have finished processing the members of T ,̂ we stop. There is no 

X G T4 such that (i’4,a:) G Weak Set.
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Having processed all the subtrees rooted at V4, we conclude that the only 
element of the Weak Set such that = V4 is (u4,U3).

Now we demonstrate how we determine the elements of the Weak Set such 
that xi = X2-

We first apply the Modified 1-median Weak Solutions Algorithm with weights 

^ V12 :

Pick Ui. u>i -f Û12 = 6 -f 10 > W(T’\ui) =  15. Mark Vi ineligible.

Pick V2- iD2 +  1̂2 =  7 -f 10 > W{T\v2) =  14. Mark V2 ineligible.

Pick Vs. tüs 4- Û12 =  9 -H 10 > W{T\vs) =  17. Mark Vs ineligible.

Pick ve- tü6 +  1̂2 =  7 -f- 10 < W (r\u6) =  19. Delete [ue, ^̂4)· Update
tü4 G [1 + 2,7 -fi 8].

We stop since all tip vertices are ineligible. Wi =  {ui, U2, t̂4, ^̂5}

Similarly, we apply the Modified 1-median Weak Solutions Algorithm with 

weights Wi G [Wi2 ,Wi2] and U12 :

Pick ui. tül -f Û12 =  8 +  10 > W{T\vi) -  15. Mark vi ineligible.

Pick V2 . û)2 +  i>i2 =  6 +  10 > W(T\v2) =  16. Mark V2 ineligible.

Pick Vs. tDs -f Û12 =  6 -f 10 > W (r\ü5) =  15. Mark Vs ineligible.

Pick vq. wq -f Ü12 =  4 4- 10 < W (7’\v6) =  16. Delete [u6,t̂ 4)· Update
IÜ4 G [3 4- 3,4 -f- 5]

We stop since all tip vertices are ineligible. W2 =  {ui, V2,î 3,U4,U5}
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Finally, we apply the 1-median Weak Solutions Algorithm with ty. e [u;,i -f
Wi2 ,Wil+Wi2] :

Pick wi. =  14 < W (r\ui) =  30. Delete [vi, ua). Update € [9-|-5,14-f- 
13].

Pick V2- IV2 -  13 < W {T\V2) =  30. Delete [v2,vz). Update t̂ a € [9 -f 
14,13 -f 27].

Pick fa- wz = 40 > W (7’\ya) = 16. Mark vz ineligible.

Pickus. iDs = 15 < W{T\v5) =32. Delete [v5,U4). Update «4 6 [7-f 5,154- 
13]

Pick v&. loe = 11 < W(7"\vs) = 35. Delete [v6,t;4). Update 1̂ 4 G [4 +  
12, 114- 28]

Pick V4 . tZ>4 =  39 > W (r\v4) =  23. Mark V4 ineligible.

We stop since all tip vertices are ineligible. W3 =  {ua,U4}.Now nf_j Wi =  
{̂ 3̂,^4}· We conclude that the elements of the weak set such that Xi =  X2 are 

{(l^3,t'3),{v4,V4)}

2.2 Permanent Solutions

In this section, we first present interesting results on the cardinality of the 
permanent set, for general networks and for tree networks, then we give an 
efficient method for the construction of the permanent set -or concluding that 
it is empty- for the tree case.

2.2.1 Cardinality of the Permanent Set

For the tree problem, we show that under reasonable assumptions, the perma
nent set is either empty or consists of a unique solution vector. We first state
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this result, the proof will follow the discussion in this section.

Theorem  2.3 (Tree case) For each new facility j  G J, if there is at least one 
existing facility index r for which the corresponding weight interval is nonde
generate (wrj 7̂  Wrj)> there is at most one permanent solution (index r 
need not be the same for each j ).

We first define the following notation :

F{X, W, V) = W D i{X ) + VD2(X ) =  F(X, U) = UD{X).

Assume we order the elements oi U = {W ,V) and of D[X) and number 
them as 1 , i. Recall that t =  mn +  m(m — l)/2 . For a component u, of C/, 
we write Uj and u, to mean the lower and upper bounds respectively on the 
weight Wij or Vjk to which index s corresponds.

For two given solutions X' and X*', we let A(f, A:) =  D{X') — D(X^) and 
S, =  sth component of A.

We also define the index sets 1)̂  = {s : 6  ̂ > 0}, lik =  {-s : (5, < 0} and 
=  {5 : (J, =  0} (we will drop the subscripts ik when what we mean is clear 

from the context).

Now, we present a theorem on the cardinality of the permanent set for 
general networks :

Theorem  2.4 For general networks, two solutions X' and X^ are simultane

ously permanent only if Us =  U.s Vs G U / “ .

P ro o f : Suppose we have two permanent solutions X* and X' .̂ Now, 
F{X ', U) <  Fix'll U )'i U ^ D since X' is a permanent solution, and F{X^, U) <  
F{X ', U) y  U E D since X^ is a permanent solution, which together imply that 
F{X\ U) =  F(A■^ U) V U e  D. That is :

X ] Ushs +  usSs + Y)) tisSs =  0 V f / e  D or,
i€/+ i€/®
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X ) +  53 UjO = 0 V i/. Consider the three choices of U E D
i € / +  3 6 / -  3 e/ ®

5 3  +  5 3  ^ 3 * ^ 3  =  0  ( 1 )
36/+ 36/-

53 u,<5, +  x ;  u,s, =  0 (2)
3 6 / +  3 6 / -

53 “ **̂3 +  53 =  0 (3)
5G/+ sei-

( 1) and (2) imply 53 ( 3̂ -  =  0 which means u, =  u,V s G /"̂
3 6 / +

since ¿3 > 0 for such s.

(1) and (3) imply 53 ~ 'Us)̂ s =  0 which means Uj =  s E I~
s € l -

since < 0 for such s.
Thus, X' and are permanent solutions only if üs =  Vs G U I~. □

Before further discussion, we remark that the theorem applies to general 
networks. The conditions that it imposes are also the conditions for two or more 
solution vectors inducing the same objective function value for all choices of 
weights. We can also generalize this theorem to the case when the source set 
Z) is a finite set, which contains the weight vectors specified in (1),(2) and (3).

When we consider more than two permanent solutions X^, ...,X^ (p >  2), 
we require by Theorem 2.4 that tt, = Us Vs G /*, where /* =  Uo<a 
lap)· Thus, we see that it is very unlikely to have more than one permanent 
solution for general networks, since this requires that we have many intervals 
that are degenerate.

Now, we continue with results on the cardinality of the permanent set for 
the tree problem. We first recall the observation in section 1.3 that the tree 
solution is independent of the distances; it is rather the topology of the tree 
(and the weight relations induced by this topology) that define the optimal 
set. Based on this observation, we can change the distances arbitrarily, without 
changing the topology of the tree, and obtain a new tree such that any solution
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is optimal for the problem defined on the original tree iff it is optimal for the 
problem defined on the new tree. We finally observe that the topology of the 
tree is preserved for all changes of edge lengths within the open, interval (0, cx>).

Lemma 2.5 For the tree problem two solutions X ' and are simultaneously 
permanent solutions only if one of the two conditions hold :
a) All the intervals corresponding to the differing components of X' and X^ 
are degenerate.
b) IfX ' and A'* have differing components j  and I such that vji ^ Vji for some 
(j,l), then Xj =  xf and x] — Xj.

P roo f : Assume X' and X^ are permanent solutions. We know by Theorem 
2.4 that some interval s may be nondegenerate only if s G (or equivalently 
63 — 0). Now, there may be two cases for s being in 7° :
Case i) s corresponds to a new facility and an existing facility, say xj and Vr- 
Case ii) s corresponds to some pair of new facilities ( j , /).
Case ¿) : 63 = d{x'j,Vr) = d(xj,Vr) =  0. If x'j = Xj, then there is nothing 
to prove. Assume x‘ ^ Xj. Create T from T as follows : Pick some arc 
(va,Vb) € P{x'j,Vr)\P{x^,Vr). Increase length of (ua,V6) by, say e such that 
0 < e < min I |. This choice of e guarantees that q £ with respect

A A
io T \i q £ with respect to T, and q £ I~ with respect to T ii q £ I~ with 
respect to T since the 6 values may change less than the minimum 8 .

Thus, with respect to T, 7° =  7° — {s }.
Observing that X' and X ’̂  are permanent solutions with respect to T iff they 
are permanent solutions with respect to T, we can say using Theorem 2.4 for 
T that the interval corresponding to s should be degenerate.

Case n) : 83 =  d{x),x\) -  d(.-r^,xf) =  0.

Let Pi = P{x'j,x'i) and P2 = P {x j,x f)  be the two paths defined by 
locations of new facilities j  and / in X' and A"*, respectively.

If Pj =  P2, then either .x’ =  Xj and x\ =  xf, or x’· =  xf and x) =  x*. In 
the latter case, the interval may be nondegenerate.
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If Pi ^ P2 , we can create T similar to case i) by picking some arc (ua,t^6) 
in T that belongs to Pi but not to P2 and increasing the length of {va, Vb) by e 
similarly, and we can conclude that the interval corresponding to s should be 
degenerate.

Thus, we conclude that either all the intervals corresponding to differing 
components of X ‘ and are degenerate or there may be (j, /) such that Vji 
has a nondegenerate interval only if Xj — xf and x} =  Xj. □

We observe that it is highly unlikely that two distinct solutions are si
multaneously permanent. This requires that most of the intervals should be 
degenerate, or the two solution vectors should show structural similarities in 
that, either their components should be the same or ’switched’ places. Next, we 
show that we require additional properties for the existence of more than one 
permanent solutions if we know that there exists at least one nondegenerate 
interval related with each new facility.

Corollary 2.3 Suppose there exists at least one nondegenerate interval related 
with each new facility. Two solutions X' and X^ are simultaneously permanent 
solutions only if for each j  E J we have :
Either i) Xj =  Xj or ii) there exists I such that x'j =  xf and x\ =  xf

P ro o f : Suppose neither ¿) nor ii) hold. That is xf ^  xf and there is no 
I such that j  and / have ’switched’ places in X' and X^. Then by Lemma 
2.5, all intervals corresponding to new facility j  should be degenerate. This 
is a contradiction since we know by assumption that there is at least one 
nondegenerate interval related to new facility j. □

Thus, we see that, for each j  € J, either xf =  xf or we have / =  pj that we 
can ’pair’ with j  as they have switched places in X' and X'̂ . We also recall 
from Lemma 2.5 that we may have only vjfs with nondegenerate intervals.

Finally, we have.
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C orollary 2.4 Given some j  € J, if we have an existing facility r such that 
Wtj 7̂  V2rjf then the location of j  is the same in every permanent solution 
(whenever a permanent solution exists).

P ro o f : Suppose we have two permanent solutions X' and X'’ with Wrj w ·̂ 
for some new facility r, and x'· ^

Since x '· 7̂  Xj, we know by Lemma 2.5 that Wrj has a degenerate interval, 
that is Wrj = Wrj which is a contradiction. Thus, we should have the location 
of new facility j  fi.xed in every permanent solution. □

Now, we are in a position to prove Theorem 2.3 :

T heorem  2.3 For each new facility j  E J, if there is an existing facility r 
such that Wrj 7̂  Wrj> then there is at most one permanent solution (index r 
need not be the same for each j) .

P ro o f : As the conclusion of Corollary 2.4 is true for each j  E J, the result 

follows. □

2.2.2 Construction of the Permanent Set

Like for the weak solutions, we use Theorem 1.2 about the optimality of a given 
candidate solution for the deterministic problem, as a starting point for our 
discussion in this section.

We recall that a given solution X  is an optimal solution for MMC{W, V) 
iff (7x) is consistent for (IT, V) , where, {Ix) is of the form :

AxW + BrV > A2W T B2V

From the viewpoint of permanent solutions, then, X  is a permanent solu
tion iff {Ix)  is consistent for all (W ,F ) € D. However the source set D hcis 
continuum number of elements and it is impossible to test whether A" is a per
manent solution by testing the optimality of X  for every d E D. Even using a
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subset of D would require a large amount of computational work and still give 
partial information.

We resolve this mentioned difficulty by particularly utilizing the connect
edness property of the set D in the following theorem:

T heorem  2.5 A given candidate solution X  is a permanent solution i f f :

(iPx)
A,W  + BiV.> AiW  -V BгV

Proof: (Necessity) Assume that there exists a permanent solution X  for which 
{IPx)  does not hold. Then some rows of {IPx)  are violated. Let r be the 
index of the smallest violated row. This row will be defined by the change 
in the objective function resulting from moving a subset of J moved to an 
adjacent vertex and the subtree T“ that contains the adjacent vertex. If the 
inequality is violated, then the objective function difference will be negative. 

That is :

W j X T \ r )  p  W/,(T\(T“ u /.)) < %(T“) -h

Now, consider the instance MMC(IT, K ) defined by {W^V) — d ^ D as 
follows :

w*3

Wij = W;

if i ^ T “ and j  G fr 
if i G T“ and j  G /r 
otherwise

Vjk

any value G Eij 

v-f. if j  e  fr and k G r\ (T “ U ff)
Vjk if j  € fr and k eT°-
any value G Njk otherwise

Clearly, (W , V ) € by construction. We know that {Ix)  is not consistent for 
(W , V) because the r-th row is violated. Thus, X  is not an optimal solution 
for MMC{W,  V). This is a contradiction because X  is a permanent solution 

and should be optimal for every d  ̂ D.
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Thus, X  is a permanent solution only if (IPjc) is consistent. This establishes 
the necessity.

(SuiBciency)Assume that (IPx)  is consistent. Consider any d =  {W^V) 6
D.

Now,

and

AiW + BiV > AiW + BiY

A2W A B2V > A-iW + B2V (1 )

as all components of A i,/I2, 5 i , /̂ 2 are nonnegative and {W^V) < (W ,V) < 
{W, V) for all {W,V)  e  D

The consistency of {IPx)  gives: A]W A BiV >  i42l^ +  B2V

Together with (1) then, this means:

A i W A B i V  > A2W A B 2V

which is nothing but the consistency of (7̂ )̂ for { W , V).

So, we have shown that {Ix) is consistent for any {W,V)  G 7), which 
implies that 77 is a permanent solution. □

This theorem gives us a very easy way of testing whether a given solution 
is a permanent solution or not. However, the construction of the permanent 
set may stilt require enumerating all the n"* candidate solutions and testing 
whether {IPx)  is consistent for each solution or not.

To overcome this difficulty, one may think of solving MMC{W, V) for some 
(kK, V) £ D , obtaining all solutions for that problem, and considering only 
those solutions as qualified candidates for the permanent set. This approach 
is valid simply because any solution that is not optimal for some realizable 
instance cannot be a permanent solution. The permanent set, then, consists 
of those qualified candidates for which {IPx)  is consistent - if any -
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This approach may still require too much computation, especially when 
the number of alternate solutions for MMC{W,V)  is high. For an easier 
construction of the permanent set - or concluding that it is empty - , we 
propose the following algorithm :

0. i =  l^Xint = {X  : X  is a feasible solution}

1. Solve M MC{W, V) for some (IF,, K) £ D. Denote the set of all solutions 
by 0 *

2. Set Xint — Xint Fl O'

If Xint is small enough. Goto 3.

Else, i i +  1, Goto 1

3. For every solution X  € Xint·, construct {IPx)  to test whether is a 
Permanent Solution.

4. The Permanent Set consists of those X  € Xint for which {IPx)  is 
consistent.

2.3 Unionwise Permanent Solutions

Under the ’interval weights’ scenario, the source set D is a hyperrectangle, i.e. 
the cartesian product of the intervals jE,j, Njk in R‘̂ where t is the total number 
of demand relations between new and existing facilities and between pairs of 
new facilities. In the general case, t =  mn +  m(m — l)/2 .

As the ’volume’ of the hyperrectangle D increases, that is, as the intervals 
Eij,Njk become larger, it becomes less likely that there exists a Permanent 
Solution for the problem. On the other hand, the size of the weak set is 
expected to increase, which means that it is both computationally more difficult 
to construct the whole weak set and more difficult to evaluate the elements of 
the weak set so as to choose from among.
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It is mainly the large cardinality of the weak set that motivates the idea 
that we should look for some kind of criterion to be able to make a selection 
(elimination) among its elements. If we can ’select’ a smaller subset of the 
weak set that possesses some desired properties, then this gives quite valuable 
information to the decision maker.

With this motivation, we look for a set ¿7 =  {Xi, X ^ , X p }  of candidate 
solutions such that U supplies an optimal solution for every MMC{W, V) such 
that (W, V) e D.

In a sense, we are looking for a set of candidate solutions that will ’cover’ 
all the realizable problem instances. Investigating the similarity of finding 
Unionwise Permanent Solution to covering the problem instances further, we 
make some observations.

If a candidate solution X, solves MMC{W^V)  for some realizable d, =  
(VPi, Vi) we say that Xi covers the point d, € D. Going one step further, we 
may ’expand’ some components of d, from points to subintervals such that Xi is 
still optimal as long as the weights remain in the subintervals. We will later see 
that we can perform this expansion one interval at a time, or simultaneously 
for a set of components. In this manner, we can think of a ’region of optimality’ 
for some solution Xi that we know to be optimal for all d that belong to that 
region. That is, for every element Xi of the weak set, we can talk of a ’region 
of optimality’ in as a subset of the hyperrectangle D.

In these terms then, finding a Unionwise Permanent Solution is equivalent 
to identifying a subset of the weak set such that the union of the regions of opti
mality of the (weak) solutions in this subset is a superset of the hyperrectangle 
D. That is, the union of regions for optimality covers D.

Having explained one physical interpretation of what Unionwise Perma
nent Solutions refer to, we now point to the fact that how we can identify a 
Unionwise Permanent Solution is not so obvious. We require a set of candidate 
solutions, each having a nonempty ’region of optimality’, such that the regions 
of optimality should be constructible, and the union of these regions should
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form a cover for D.

We would like to do this construction in a systematic way so that at any 
stage we are able to cover a larger cumulative ’volume’ of D. It should be 
kept in mind that the decision maker will prefer the set U to have a smaller 
cardinality. It is natural that there may be other desirable objectives. We will 
propose ways of incorporating some additional objectives to our framework 
when possible.

With these motivations, we propose the following algorithm for finding a 
good Unionwise Permanent Solution:

0. i =  1 , f/ =  0

1. Pick some arbitrary d, € solve MMC{D)  to obtain an optimal 
solution Xi

2. Construct the region of optimality Dx·, for Xi (FINDD)

3. Add X,- to U (i.e. Set t/ e- £/ U {X .})

Remove Dx- from D (i.e. Set D <r- D — Dx^)

4. li D ^  ̂ then set i ♦— z-f 1. Goto 1

Else Stop. 17 is a Unionwise Permanent Set.

Step 2. of the algorithm (FINDD) requires the computation of the region of 
optimality for a given candidate solution X. This is done by expanding around 
the components oi d £ D.

That is, for each component Wij of d we search for an interval \wij — 6lj,Wij +
(and similarly for each vjk ) such that for any choice of weights {W^V) 

taken from these intervals, X  will be an optimal solution. Note the similarity 
in that, we are trying to construct a ’source set’ of weights, again in RI, not 
necessarily a hyperrectangle, such that X  is ’Permanently Optimal’ for Dj .̂
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The subroutine (FINDD) utilizes this idea, by making some modifications 
to (IPx)  that was used for identifying the membership of X  to the Permanent 
Set.

We remark that, when we remove Dx form D, the residual D may become 
disconnected. In that case, Z) is a union of hyperrectangles which we may 
enumerate as , D\ ..., Z)p, where each D' =  {{W, V) : W' < W < W\ P* < 
V < V'}.

SUBROUTINE (FINDD) :

0. Input { d E D ,X  ) - such that X  solves MMC{d) -

1. Construct {INx),  which is (IPx)  with the intervals Eij =  [wij-Slj,Wij +

2. Let D® be the maximal connected subset of current D such that d G D®. 
Note that D® is a hyperrectangle (see the remark preceding the algorithm). 

Add the constraints :
0 <  < {wij -

0 <  < (u);. -  Wij)

0 < 7jfc <  {vjk -  

0 <  7·; <  -  i’jk)

to (INx).

3. Any choice of feasible solutions (A “ , A ', F“ , F') to the above system 
defines a region Dj( =  {{W, V) : {W — A ‘) < W <  {W  +  A “ ), (U — F̂ ) <  U < 
{W  +  F“ )} for which X  is ’permanently optimal’.

It is seen from the statement of the subroutine that, any feasible solution 
to {INx)  gives us an alternative for Dx-  This may seem like a direction of 
flexibility on the one hand, but brings some kind of uncertainty to the procedure 
of finding a Unionwise Permanent Set on the other hand.

Really, we have freedom in that, it is the values of the A and F vectors
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that define the region wliich we choose, and we have many alternatives of 
these vectors to choose from. This means, we can reflect the preferences of the 
Decision Maker (or our preferences) at one more level in the process of finding 
a Unionwise Permanent Set. For instance, it may be important to be able to 
react to the changes in demand of a particular facility, or a subset of facilities. 
In this case, we may work towards that objective by choosing the corresponding 
6ij and -fjk values as large as possible so as to cover as much as possible of those 
intervals with the same solution X. Similarly it may be desirable to react to 
changes in the demands of all the facilities in a balanced way. For this, we try 
to favor solutions where all the Ô and 7 variables are as close to each other as 
possible. Still, there are more and more possible preferences, we will return to 
this discussion later.

Now we make the observation that the system (INx)  consists of a linear 
system of inequalities, <is for given d, the quantities W{j,Vjk are constants de
fined by d € D, the only variables are the A  an d F vectors. This is fortunate 
because, if we are able to represent our objectives as linear functions of the A  
and r  vectors, then we will be able to use linear programming as a tool for 
finding a ’region of optimality’ with desired properties. This will guarantee 
us that we surely choose a nondominated Dx,  because we choose an extreme 
point of the set of possible representations of Dx - feasible points of (INx),  
which extreme point we choose is an outcome of the objective at that step.

As an example, we may want to maximize the ’total length’ of Dx  in which 

case we have an LP  of the form:

maximize + '̂j) + E (7 “fc + 7jjt)
tj

s . t .  ( I N x )
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We may want to maximize the length of the ’minimum covered interval’ ;

maximize z

s.t. z>6r^ + S‘ ,̂ V{ i , j )

+ V (y ^ )

(INx)

We may require to cover some intervals, say those in a given set C as much 
as possible :

maximize ^  (¿1“. +  i ',)  +  ^  (7“fc +  7^ )
(‘J)ec (i,k)ec

s.t. {INx)

This approach completes the description of our algorithm for finding one 
’good’ Unionwise Permanent Solution. Summarizing, we form a Unionwise 
Permanent Solution such that we use each element in the set as efficiently as 
possible : We try to reflect preferences at each step, we choose a nondominated 
representation of each Dx .̂ As Dx  ̂ and Dxj are disjoint (have no common 
area) for distinct i and j ,  we use each X{ efficiently by preventing same points 
of D to be covered by multiple candidate solutions. It may still be the case 
that Xj and Xj  are simultaneously optimal for the same d  ̂D, but we choose 
Dx- and Dxj such that if Dx  ̂ covers d, then the ’resource’ Xj will be used to 
’cover’ points other than d. That is, the set of elements of D that are jointly 
covered by more than one member of U have zero measure (volume).

Note that, the algorithm is called a finite number of times, because at each 
call we add a candidate solution to the set U and the number of solutions added 
in the worst case is the total number of candidate solutions, that is n”* (in fact, 
if we know the weak set, then we can concentrate on the solutions in the weak 
set only). We also observe that, at each call of the algorithm, we solve one 
deterministic problem MMC{di),  we identify one point in the polyhedron Dx· 
(FINDD). These can all be done in finite time. These facts establish the finite 
convergence of the algorithm.
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We conclude this section with an algorithmic improvement idea for the 
algorithm for finding a Unionwise Permanent Solution.

If we start the algorithm with an arbitrary di £ D then it is possible that 
the removal of Dx  ̂ from D will result in a residual D that is composed of two 
disjoint pieces. After several steps, we may have several pieces. The algorithm 
tries to cover each disjoint component with distinct vectors. This means, if we 
have more disjoint pieces, we are likely to cover them with a higher number of 
solution vectors, whereas we could possibly cover some of those jointly.

One idea that could be used to remedy this situation is to choose at each 
call of the algorithm, dt =  (Wi, VJ) such that =  w-  or and =  Vjf. 
or Vjk so as to keep (residual) D connected throughout the algorithm.
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DISCRETE CASE

In many cases, we are faced with likely scenarios of the actual occurrences 
of the demand values. These scenarios may come out as a refinement of the 
infinite number of interval scenarios, or may result from system restrictions. 
Examples to such cases could be where the demanded product is produced 
and transferred in batches, or in the presence of quantity discounts where the 
client will prefer to demand at breakpoints of the quantity-price curve. Other 
than these, the different scenarios may be the individual estimations about the 
demand vectors of several decision makers, several departments etc.

When there are more than one decision makers, the alternative scenarios 
case is more likely to happen. Although a group of decision makers is unlikely 
to agree on some demand vector, it may be possible to convince them to limit 
attention to a set of possible demand vectors. In this set, one vector may 
represent the demand values for the worst case performance of the operating 
policy, one may represent the best case, the most likely cases, the case that 
takes into account some predicted trends, etc.

In the case of discrete scenarios, we assume that the source set D is given to 
us as a finite set of (IT,, K) vectors, thus, each (VT,, K) € D specifies a problem 
scenario MMC(kT,, V{).
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The set D being a finite set gives us some kind of conceptual ease, because 
the problems that we have to deal with are finite in number. We can assume 
theoretically that we can explicitly solve all of them separately, and this will 
give us a good deal of information. Having these solutions in hand, if one can 
express the criteria explicitly, it is rather straightforward to make decisions. 
Unlike the case with interval weights, we do not have to deal with an infinite 
set and we do not have to develop ways of implicitly handling the problem of 
cardinality.

On the other hand, it is likely that computationwise we run into computa
tional difficulties. If the location space is a tree, we have efficient polynomial 
time algorithms for the deterministic problem that we can use as tools for the 
problem with inexact data. The problem on the plane has also been stud
ied and solution algorithms have been proposed. But the problem on general 
networks -as mentioned before- is proven to be NP-Hard [22].

Our main concern here is the introduction of the ideas and proposing a 
framework for decision making in the context of imprecise data

Recalling once more that our source set D is given as D =  {(W ,, K) 1 <  * < 
s} with s being the number of possible scenarios, we move to our discussion of 
the Weak, Permanent and Unionwise Permanent Solutions.

3.1 Weak Solutions

By the definition of the weak set, we know that a candidate solution is a 
weak solution iff X  solves MMC{W^ V) for some d =  (W, V) € D.

When we are given the finite source set D of cardinality s, we can say that 
A' is a weak solution iff X  solves the problem defined by any one of the s 
scenarios.
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For each scenario j ,  we define :

=  The set of all optimal solutions for MMC{Wj,  Vj).

We note that computing O·’ may not be very easy, even when the location 
space is a tree network, mainly because there may be too many alternative 
solutions for one deterministic problem, and finding all alternative solutions 
generally requires the testing of exponentially many inequalities.

Having computed O·’ for each j  =  1, . . . ,  s, then

Weak Set =  U*_iO·'

The weak set is never empty and may have any cardinality between 1 and 
n*” ( the number of candidate solutions ), depending on the given data.

3.2 Permanent Solutions

A candidate solution is a permanent solution if it solves the MMC  problem 
for every choice of data. For the problem with discrete scenarios, that means, 
X  is a permanent solution if X  solves MMC{Wj,Vj ) ' i j  =  l , . . . , s .  Again 
assuming that we can construct the sets 0 \ j  =  1, . . .  ,s the permanent set 
can be identified as :

Permanent Set = n*_i OE

The permanent set may be empty. The construction (or concluding that it 
is empty), with this form requires a good deal of computation. This can be 
reduced to some extent by checking the intersection of the solution sets after 
computing each 0  ̂ rather than finding the intersection just at the end. That 

is :

0. j  =  1. Permanent Set =  Set of all candidate solutions.

1. Compute 0^
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2. Permanent Set =  Permanent Set n

3. If Permanent Set = 0 or j  =  5 then Goto 4. 

Else j  = j  + 1. Goto 1

4. Stop. Output the Permanent Set.

3.3 Unionwise Permanent Solutions

We recall from the discussion for the continuous case that we could build a 
relation between the problem of identifying a Unionwise Permanent Solution 
and finding a cover of the source set D. We show in this section that this 
relation is still present in the case of discrete scenarios. Moreover the problem 
of finding a Unionwise Permanent Solution turns out to fit into the format of 
the well known ’set cover’ problem (see Nemhauser and Wolsey [27]) for the 
discrete case.

To establish the transformation of the problem of finding a Unionwise Per
manent Set to the set cover problem, we construct auxiliary vectors as follows :

Let the weak set consist of the solution vectors { X i , ..., Xc}, where c is the 
cardinality of the weak set.

We construct the c by s matrix Z such that :

Zij  —
1 ifX.· € 0  ̂
0 otherwise

Given the matrix Z, and denoting the j-th  column of Z by Ẑ , we define 

the region (SD) as :

{SD)  =  { Y  =  { y i , y 2 A j 3 . - - - , y c ) : y Z ^ > T  Vi = l , . . . ,s  ,y,· € {0,1}Vf}
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Now, observe that any point (уь?/2,Уз,. . . ,2/c) in the region (SD) defines a 
Unionwise Permanent Set U such that X{ € t/ ifF ?/,· =  1.

This is clear, as the constraints TZ·' > 1, V ;  =  1, . . .  ,s guarantee that at 
least one y, variable is set to 1 for each scenario j  (i.e. one optimal solution X{ 
is taken to U for each scenario j).

It is also seen that the region {SD) is the feasible region of the Set Cover 
problem defined by the matrix Z.

Thus, the problem of finding a Unionwise Permanent Set for the discrete 
case can be transformed into a set cover problem.

This idea facilitates the use of the integer programming techniques for the 
problem of identifying a Unionwise Permanent Set with ’desired’ properties. 
For example, we can formulate the problem of finding a Unionwise Permanent 
Set of minimal cardinality as the following integer program :

minimize У~̂ у,·
t = l

s.t. YZ^>1 Vj = l , . . . , s,  Pi €{0,1}  Vi

We can think of adding weights (building new facilities as defined by X{ 
may require a cost of c,), fixed costs, (building new facilities as defined by Xi 
may require a fixed cost of /,■), etc. to the model, and make use of the Integer 
Programming techniques for expressing these considerations.

As a final note for this section, we can say that the model may also be 
used with objectives like maximizing the number (weighted sum) of scenarios 
covered, with respect to a set of constraints such as a bound on the number 
solution vectors that can be used, or a predefined set of scenarios that have to 

be covered.
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3.3.1 Minimizing Locational Variation

A Unionwise Permanent Set gives us a number of candidate solutions. If we 
were able to consider each particular candidate solution in the Unionwise Per
manent Set, and establish facilities as induced by that candidate solution, we 
would have no fear of being suboptimal, whichever scenario is actually realized.

However, there is generally a cost involved with establishing one additional 
new facility of the same kind, or we may just assume that there is a fixed 
cost for establishing each new facility. In such cases, if the elements of the 
Unionwise Permanent Set induce all different locations for some new facility, 
then it would be very costly to build all of these facilities. In the other extreme, 
if the elements of the Unionwise Permanent Set induce the same location for a 
particular new facility, then we would locate the new facility on that location, 
and pay the related cost only once. This brings in the idea that one desired 
property for a Unionwise Permanent Set is to have a small locational variation 

of its elements.

With this motivation, then we may try to find a Unionwise Permanent 
Set, such that the total cost of locational variation is minimized. We assume 
that for each new facility, we establish as many replicas of that new facility 
as there are distinct locations induced for it by the elements of the Unionwise 

Permanent Set.

We further assume that for each particular new facility, we have a fixed 
cost of building (establishing) one facility.

The fixed cost for establishing one facility of type k will be considered as

fk.

Given the weak set =  , k =  l , . . . ,c } ,  we assume that the matrix Z is
constructed as defined in the previous section.

For each Xk we construct the n by m matrix Lk as follows :
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/" =
1 if Xj =  Vi 
0 otherwise

Similarly with the previous section, assuming that yk = I ifi Xk E U

Now, let Rij denote the number of times the vertex u, is induced as a 
location for new facility j  by some element of the Unionwise Permanent Set. 
We can express Rij as :

Hi, = E  w't
it=l

If the vertex Vi is induced as a location for new facility j  by some element 
of the Unionwise Permanent Set, we will pay fj  to establish one facility j  on Vi. 
To be able to express this cost, let /n ,j be 1 if Vi is induced as a location for new 
facility j  by some element of the Unionwise Permanent Set and 0 otherwise. 
This can be expressed by :

Iriij > {lfM)Rij  , /n ,j € {0,1}

Now, 7j, the number of facilities of type j  that we have to establish is :

Ii = t,

The integer program for finding a Unionwise Permanent Set that minimizes 
the total cost of locational variation can be given as :

minimize E M  
i=l

s . t .  I j  =  Y ^ I r % i j ,  i  =  l,...,
t = l

m
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luij > {l!M)Rij i =  , j  =  1,..., m

R i j  =  ···>”  > 7  =  1 » ···» m
k=l

YZ^ > 1, r =

Vk € {0 ,1 } , k =

/n . jG  { 0, 1}, ¿ =  l , . . . ,n ,  ;  =  l , . . . ,m

The Unionwise Permanent Set consists of those Xk for which j/jt =  1·
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CONCLUSION

In this thesis, we investigated the Multifacility Mutual Communication (MMC)  
problem where the demands of the new and existing facilities are inexact. We 
modeled this inexactness by the specification of a source set that contains all 
realizable values of the weights. The source set may be finite or infinite, and 
we do not assume any particular probability distribution on the elements of the 
source set. Thus, our approach is fundamentally different from the traditional 
probability based approaches in the literature.

We also note that although the technical developments are restricted to the 
MMC  problem, the ideas, modeling and evaluation approaches that we try to 
motivate can be applied to other decision making situations.

We argue that it is easier to represent the data in terms of a source set 
rather than trying to assess point probabilities; and we introduce new criteria 
for evaluating alternative solutions to the problem. Our criteria can be used in 
conjunction with other criteria that the decision maker is provided with, and 
this brings a flexibility to the model. We also try to reflect the preferences of 
the decision maker at different stages of the decision making process and give 
examples of this approach (like in the unionwise permanent solutions).

We have two main directions for future research : To find more efficient
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ways for constructing particularly the weak and unionwise pernnanent sets, and 
second, to apply our approach and generalize our results to other problems that 
involve decision making under data uncertainty.

For more efficient construction of the weak set, we shall at the first stage 
try to identify structural properties like connectedness or convexity of the weak 
set. Such results may enable us to implicitly assess the membership of some 
solution vectors to the weak set without having to solve a feasibility problem. 
We shall also try to propose an efficient solution method for the solution of the 
feasibility problem to identify the membership of a given candidate solution to 
the weak set.

For the unionwise permanent sets, we will try to obtain a set of minimum 
cardinality in the continuous case by expressing this objective in an operational 
way.

There are also other criteria like minimax, minmax regret that we shall try 
to incorporate into our decision making framework.
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